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KRWG-TV is the PBS station located in Las Cruces, New Mexico.  We are 
licensed by New Mexico State University and our offices are located on 
NMSU’s Las Cruces campus.  KRWG-TV is proud to be the only television 
station in southern New Mexico.  We also provide unique services in 
the El Paso, Texas/Las Cruces, New Mexico service area. 
 
Through meetings with citizens and community leaders, partnerships 
with area newspapers and other organizations, and extensive production 
of news and public affairs programming, the staff of KRWG-TV has 
determined the following issues are of primary importance to our 
coverage area:  
 
Health/Welfare/Safety – While the over-all crime rate is no higher 
than the national average, poverty and a higher than average teenage 
population contribute to s gang and crime problem.  Poverty also 
results in health and welfare issues including an above average social 
services caseload and a high number of welfare cases handled by the 
local hospital. 
 
Culture – The mix of Hispanic/Native American/ and Anglo cultures 
provide many positive attributes to life in southern New Mexico. 
Cultural and historical understanding is of great importance. 
 
Business - With an above-average unemployment rate and a below-average 
income level, the status of the business/agricultural community in 
southern New Mexico is crucial.  Concern over the constant issue of 
defense spending at the federal level is ongoing in this area due to 
the presence of several military and NASA installations.  Dona Ana 
County is also actively seeking new businesses and a strong 
infrastructure exists near the Santa Teresa Border Crossing to boost 
border trade. 
 
Politics/Public Affairs – Southern New Mexico and the United States 
have a wide variety of contentious political issues that are of 
constant interest to the citizens of the involved communities. 
 
Education – With a constantly growing population of children, many of 
whom use Spanish as their primary language, the school systems in the 
KRWG-TV viewing area are constantly trying to provide facilities and 
teachers to meet this growing school age population with limited 
funds.  New Mexico is one of the poorest per-capita states in the 
nation, which results in a chronic shortage of funds for local 
education. 
 
Water/Environment – KRWG-TV is located in a desert with two major 
sources of water: the Rio Grande River and an aquifer that supplies 
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drinking water to Las Cruces and surrounding areas in the Mesilla 
Valley.  Water is the lifeblood of the region and conflicts are 
escalating over the requirements of a growing urban population and 
agriculture. 
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HEALTH / WELFARE / SAFETY 
NOVA: Decoding COVID-19 
Thursday, 5/21 at 7pm, Friday, 5/22 at 1am, Saturday at 5pm, 5/23 & Sunday at 11am, 
5/24 (60min) 
The coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 has upended life as we know it in a matter of mere 
months. But at the same time, an unprecedented global effort to understand and contain 
the virus-and find a treatment for the disease it causes-is underway. Join the doctors on 
the front lines of the fight against COVID-19 as they strategize to stop the spread, and 
meet the researchers racing to find treatments and vaccines. Along the way, discover how 
this devastating disease emerged, what it does to the human body, and why it exploded 
into a pandemic. 
 
Frontline: Coronavirus Pandemic 
Tuesday 4/21 at 8pm, Friday, 4/22 at 2am, Thursday, 4/30 at 7pm, Friday, 5/1 at 1am, 
Saturday, 5/2 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/3 at 11am (60min) 
A special report on the government response to the coronavirus and the human toll. The 
two-part special investigates the federal response versus Washington State, the outbreak's 
epicenter. 
 
Change Your Brain. Heal Your Mind with Daniel Amen 
Sunday, 5/31 at 9am, Thursday, 6/4 at 1030pm, Friday, 6/5 at 430am & Saturday, 6/6 at 
1230pm (90min) 
The Washington Post wrote that by almost any measure Dr. Daniel Amen is the most 
popular psychiatrist in America. He is an award-winning brain imaging researcher, 
founder of The Amen Clinics, and the author of many bestselling books. His new 
program, Change Your Brain, Heal Your Mind with Daniel Amen, MD is based on his 
new book The End of Mental Illness: How Neuroscience is Transforming Psychiatry and 
Helping to Prevent or Reverse Anxiety, Depression, Bipolar, ADHD, Addictions, PTSD, 
Psychosis, and More. In his 14th national public television special, Change Your Brain, 
Heal Your Mind, Dr. Amen teaches viewers 6 practical steps to help them feel happier, 
sharper and more in control of their own destinies. He gives viewers the most important 
lessons he has taught thousands of patients over the last 40 years. 
 
Yoga in Practice 
Monday-Friday at 630am ended 6/9 (30min) 
Yoga is the art and science of aligning the mind, body and spirit to live a richer and more 
authentic life. It promotes increased awareness, strength and flexibility while reducing 
stress and anxiety. Yoga may also decrease pain related to common problems such as 
lower back, hip or shoulder injuries. YOGA IN PRACTICE is a new 13-part series led by 
master instructor Stacey Millner-Collins of Columbia, South Carolina, who first began 
the practice in 1994 as a way to unite a dedicated physical discipline with a spiritual one. 
The series is designed to teach the foundations of yoga to the at-home student, and to 
encourage a daily yoga practice that is more than simply physical exercise. Each episode 
focuses on a universal theme, such as "courage" or "the art of slowing down," and 
includes basic meditation and breathing techniques, further reducing the stress and 
anxiety associated with modern life. 
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Allaire Back Fitness 
Monday-Friday at 630am beginning 6/9 (30min) 
Dr. Lisa Allaire, D.C. takes you through a step-by-step progression of exercises designed 
to help you develop a strong and healthy back. Chiropractor, Dr. Lisa Allaire, leads you 
through a series of exercises-beginner to intermediate/advanced- that will improve the 
strength and fitness of your core and postural muscles. Join the workouts and gain more 
strength, flexibility, and stability. 
 
CLASSICAL STRETCH: By Eccentrics 
Monday-Friday at 6am (30min) 
Created, produced and hosted by former professional ballerina Miranda Esmonde-White, 
the continuing series CLASSICAL STRETCH: BY ESSENTRICS helps people of all 
ages and fitness levels rebalance their bodies, increase mobility and keep joints healthy 
and pain-free. Based on the fitness technique Eccentrics, developed by Miranda, each 30-
minute episode features a full-body workout with dynamic strengthening and stretching 
exercises: all-standing, all-floor or all-barre. In CLASSICAL STRETCH: BY 
ESSENTRICS XI, participants will notice an immediate increase in flexibility and a 
release of tension in their muscles after each episode-improving their posture and range 
of motion. Stress is released and aches and pains are soothed through the gradual 
unlocking of the entire body. 
 
Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide 
Saturday, 5/30 at 8am; Sunday, 5/31 at 12pm; Tuesday, 6/2 at 7pm; Wednesday, 6/3 at 
1am; Thursday, 6/4 at 830pm; Friday, 6/5 at 230am; Saturday, 6/6 at 430pm & Sunday, 
6/7 at 11am (2hrs) 
Join the acclaimed personal finance expert for essential advice on planning for and 
thriving in retirement. With empathy, straight talk and humor, Suze provides information 
about key steps for anyone trying to achieve their "ultimate retirement." 
 
Longevity Paradox with Steven Gundry, MD 
Saturday, 5/30 at 1130am; Thursday, 6/4 at 7pm; Friday, 6/5 at 1am; Saturday, 6/6 at 
8am & Sunday, 6/7 at 1pm (90min) 
Have you ever wondered why some people live such long, active lives, while so many of 
us struggle as we get older? Many people have this question, Dr. Steven Gundry has the 
shocking answer! In The Longevity Paradox, Dr. Gundry shares informative, life-
changing information with us and shows us a step-by-step easy approach to help us all 
feel better and more youthful today, no matter your age. Dr. Gundry will teach us what is 
causing faster aging, how and why some people live long active lives well into their 90s. 
Dr. Gundry will also debunk five of the biggest myths about aging. The Longevity 
Paradox with Steven Gundry, MD is based on the latest science as well as from 
experiences of everyday people -- people who have suffered from autoimmune diseases, 
obesity, diabetes, digestive problems, inflammation, heart attacks, joint pain, brain fog, or 
premature aging. Feeling sluggish, worn out, and ill are all things of the past.Dr. Gundry 
is here to help save us from all of the ailments of aging that lurk around every corner. Dr. 
Steven Gundry was once a professor and chairman of cardiothoracic surgery at Loma 
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Linda University School of Medicine. In the year 2000, Dr. Gundry realized he could 
save many more lives with prevention rather than surgery so he started his own practice 
dedicated to using diet to reverse and prevent chronic illness. Since then, Dr. Gundry has 
shown thousands of his patients how dietary and lifestyle changes can dramatically 
reverse health problems that traditional medicine could not help. 
 
Age Fix with Anthony Yuon, MD 
Saturday, 5/30 at 10am & Sunday, 6/7 at 930am (90min) 
Everyone ages whether they like it or not. But it doesn't mean that some signs of aging 
can't be fixed. Have you ever thought that it would be great to have friend, who just 
happened to be a plastic surgeon, and you could ask anything and get a straight answer? 
Someone who won't judge you about your insecurities but would open up a world of 
insider tips, tricks, and secrets from the fields of beauty, dermatology, and plastic 
surgery? Well, now you do - because that's Dr. Tony Youn. Yes, plastic surgery trims 
waistlines and reduces wrinkles, but in The Age Fix, Dr. Youn gives easy home remedies 
to save you thousands of dollars and achieve the same results without surgery. Dr. Youn's 
goal is to offer you a way to fix your age-related skin concerns, without having in-office 
treatments, painful surgery, or spending a lot of money. While he acknowledges there are 
some instances where the only really good option is actual surgery, in most cases he 
offers ways to turn back the clock in a significant way without even seeing a doctor, 
much less a plastic surgeon. Throughout The Age Fix Dr. Youn reveals tips, tricks, and 
secrets - natural anti-aging tips plastic surgeons don't want you to know. With the simple 
changes he discusses, you'll look younger on the outside and be younger on the inside. 
He'll share with the single best cream to put on your skin to prevent aging, and the best 
cream to reverse aging, and even prevent future skin cancers. And he gives simple and 
easy treatments to improve most aging concerns, like age spots, wrinkles, and under eye 
puffiness. He demonstrates do-it-yourself anti-aging treatments, reveals the best products 
to tighten your skin, and simple dietary changes that can make you look and feel years 
younger. Your skin will glow, and you'll probably notice a few pounds fall off in the 
bargain. His patients love it, and viewers will, too. 
 
Collagen Diet with Dr. Josh Axe 
Saturday 2/29 at 2pm, Saturday 3/7 at 11am, Sunday 3/8 at 230pm & Sunday 3/15 at 
1130am (2hrs) 
Dr. Josh Axe is a doctor of natural medicine, a doctor of chiropractic and a clinical 
nutritionist with a passion for helping people get well using food as medicine. He 
operates one of the world's largest natural health websites: www.DrAxe.com. He has 
hosted two previous fundraising programs based on his bestselling books Eat Dirt and 
Keto Diet. In The Collagen Diet, Dr. Axe highlights the health benefits of collagen, a 
protein made in the body but which diminishes with age. Because it's also absent from 
the typical western diet, many Americans suffer with the consequences of a collagen 
deficit: achy joints, sagging skin and inflammation, a precursor to chronic disease. Dr. 
Axe shows viewers how to get more collagen in their diets and effective ways to support 
the body's ability to make it. Collagen is the most abundant protein in the body. Beyond 
skin it's found in nails, bone, cartilage, tendons, muscles, the gut lining, the discs that 
cushion vertebrae, blood vessels, and the outer layer of organs. Because it's woven into so 
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many tissues, it plays a vital role in countless aspects of health. In fact, new research is 
showing that collagen may help regenerate new tissue, aid in gut repair, boost the 
immune system, and even increase lifespan. 
 
Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein 
Sundays at 130pm except 5/31 & 6/7 (30min) 
One in five people has a diagnosable mental disorder. For many families, the fear and 
shame associated with a diagnosis of mental illness can lead to isolation and suffering in 
silence. HEALTHY MINDS the Emmy nominated, award-winning series, once again, 
aims to educate the public about psychiatric conditions which affect so many people. The 
series humanizes mental health conditions through inspiring personal stories and 
interviews with leading researchers and experts, who provide the latest information about 
diagnosis and treatment. As Dr. Borenstein explains, "Everyone is touched by psychiatric 
conditions, either themselves or a loved one. Our goal is to share cutting edge 
information from experts along with personal experiences from people who have 
overcome psychiatric conditions. Now, more than ever, it is important to reduce stigma 
and encourage people who have a psychiatric condition not to suffer in silence but to seek 
help. I want people to know that with help, there is hope." 
 
Second Opinion 
Sundays at 1pm ended 4/19 (30min) 
Fast-paced and provocative, SECOND OPINION focuses on health literacy in an 
engaging, entertaining and accessible way. The long-running series engages a panel of 
medical professionals and lay people in honest, in-depth discussions about complex 
health issues and life-changing medical decisions. Host Dr. Peter Salgo, who maintains a 
full-time practice at Columbia University Medical Center in New York City, presents 
intriguing, real-life medical cases to professionals representing a variety of specialties. As 
the experts grapple with the diagnosis and treatment options, viewers gain an 
understanding of doctors' decision-making process. This season, topics include: psoriasis, 
chronic pain management, medical radiation, pituitary gland tumor, living with 
Alzheimer's, pneumonia, autism and more. 
 
Ageless Living 
Sundays at 1pm beginning 4/26 except 5/31 & 6/7 (30min) 
Fast-paced and provocative, SECOND OPINION focuses on health literacy in an 
engaging, entertaining and accessible way. The long-running series engages a panel of 
medical professionals and lay people in honest, in-depth discussions about complex 
health issues and life-changing medical decisions. Host Dr. Peter Salgo, who maintains a 
full-time practice at Columbia University Medical Center in New York City, presents 
intriguing, real-life medical cases to professionals representing a variety of specialties. As 
the experts grapple with the diagnosis and treatment options, viewers gain an 
understanding of doctors' decision-making process. This season, topics include: psoriasis, 
chronic pain management, medical radiation, pituitary gland tumor, living with 
Alzheimer's, pneumonia, autism and more. 
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CULTURE 
New Mexico Colores! 
Sundays at 10pm beginning 5/24 except 5/31 & 6/7; Mondays at 4am beginning 5/25 
except 6/1 & 6/8 (30min) 
¡COLORES! is a weekly art series with stories devoted to the creative spirit. The series 
features local and national stories about film, visual and performing arts, theater, 
photography, literature, painting, sculpture, poetry and dance. 
 
NEWSMAKERS 
Thursdays at 7pm except 4/30, 5/7, 5/14, 5/21, 6/4 & 6/25; Fridays at 1am except 5/1, 
5/8, 5/15, 5/22, 6/5 & 6/26; Saturdays at 5pm except 5/2, 5/9, 5/16. 5/23, 6/6 & 6/27; 
Sundays at 11am except 5/3, 5/10, 5/17, 5/24, 6/7 & 6/28 (30min) 
NEWSMAKERS: the region's in-depth source for news from New Mexico and Texas.  
Every week, Newsmakers features the people, issues, and events that shape our 
community.  Shows in September will focus on our region's role in the future of energy; 
the new Las Cruces Convention Center; and how New Mexico State University is 
engaging the scientists of the future by reaching out to area students.    
 
4/2        
James Millward, Georgetown University 
This week, Newsmakers host Fred Martino sits down for an in depth discussion with 
James Millward of Georgetown University on China and the current state of affairs. 
 
4/9 
Minerva Baumann 
This week on Newsmakers, Fred Martino interviews Minerva Baumann, author of the 
book “Ordinary Angels: Stories of Daily Life in El Paso del Norte. 
 
5/28  
The Best of Living Here – Historic Places 
This week on Newsmakers: The Best of Living Here, featuring a look at some historic 
places to visit in southern New Mexico. We visit Lake Valley just south of Hillsboro, and 
the historic Rio Grande Theatre in downtown Las Cruces. We traveled to Truth or 
Consequences to explore a forty-year old historical collection of Sierra County and in 
Silver City we visit a Victorian style home turned into the city's museum and finally we 
admire a remarkable collection of automobiles in an airplane hangar in Santa Teresa. 
 
6/11 
Dr. Bobbie Green – President Doña Ana County NAACP 
This week, Newsmakers features Dr. Bobbie Green, President of the Doña Ana County 
NAACP. 
 
6/18  
Dr. Chris Erickson – COVID-10 Short and Long-Term Effects on NM Economy 
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This week, Newsmakers features Dr. Chris Erickson, Professor at New Mexico State 
University to discuss COVID-19 and the short and long-term effects on the New Mexico 
economy. 
 
Election 2020 – New Mexico GOP Primary: U.S. House District 2 #101 
Thursday, 5/14 at 7pm, Friday, 5/15 at 1am, Saturday, 5/16 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/17 at 11am 
Election 2020: New Mexico GOP Primary U.S. House District 2 Forum with moderator 
Fred Martino. The show features three candidates running for the Republican nomination 
in New Mexico's 2nd Congressional District: Claire Chase, Yvette Herrell, and Chris 
Mathys. 
 
Issues & Answers: Reporting on Trauma #123 
Thursday, 4/16 at 7pm, Friday, 4/17 at 1am, Saturday, 4/18 at 5pm & Sunday, 4/19 at 11am 
This hour-long program features reporters who covered the mass shooting in El Paso. It 
examines the complexities of covering trauma and highlights training available to assist 
journalists and the communities they serve. Guests include Bruce Berman of the 
Journalism Dept. at New Mexico State University, Lauren Villagran of the El Paso 
Times, Adriana Candelaria Reporter/Anchor at KDBC/KFOX and Julio-César Chávez 
Reporter at KVIA. 
   
Issues & Answers: Youth Civic Engagement #124 
Thursday, 4/23 at 7pm, Friday, 4/24 at 1am, Saturday, 4/25 at 5pm & Sunday, 4/26 at 11am 
This hour-long program features a discussion about efforts to increase civic engagement 
among young people in the region. Field reports include: A Las Cruces Mayoral Forum 
hosted by high school students and a voter registration drive organized by students at 
New Mexico State University. 
 
Issues & Answers: Dreams on Trial #125 
Thursday, 5/7 at 7pm, Friday, 5/8 at 1am, Saturday, 5/9 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/10 at 11am 
This hour-long program features a discussion about the personal stories of students and 
professionals in DACA. We hope to gain a greater perspective on how the program has made a 
difference in their lives and what’s at stake. Panel guests are all DACA recipients and they 
include NMSU students Uriel Rosales, Silvia Aguirre-Jaquez along with Samuel Bejarano an 
accountant. 
 
Issues & Answers: Police Reform #127 
Thursday, 6/25 at 7pm, Friday, 6/26 at 1am, Saturday, 6/27 at 5pm & Sunday, 6/28 at 11am 
Doña Ana County Sheriff Kim Stewart and New Mexico State University Police Chief 
Stephen Lopez talk about the movement for police reform.  This series is a partnership 
between KRWG Public Media, NAACP of Doña Ana County, and the League of Women 
Voters of Southern New Mexico. 
 
FRONTERAS: A CHANGING AMERICA 
Thursdays at 730pm except except 4/30, 5/7, 5/14, 5/21, 6/4 & 6/25; Fridays at 130am 
except 5/1, 5/8, 5/15, 5/22, 6/5 & 6/26; Saturdays at 530pm except 5/2, 5/9, 5/16. 5/23, 
6/6 & 6/27; Sundays at 1130am except 5/3, 5/10, 5/17, 5/24, 6/7 & 6/28 (30min) 
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KRWG-TV's weekly program profiles the people and examines the issues in the region's 
Hispanic communities. 
 
4/2          
Elaine Hampton – Author, “Copper Stain: ASARCO’s Legacy in El Paso” 
Fronteras host, Anthony Moreno has a discussion about a new book from co-author 
Elaine Hampton titled, "Copper Stain: ASARCO's Legacy in El Paso." This book shares 
the stories of workers at the smelter plant that produced large quantities of copper for 
over a century in El Paso, Texas. 
 
4/9          
“When A Woman Rises” - Dr. Christine Eber 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno has a discussion with author Dr. Christine Eber about her 
latest novel, "When a Women Rises." 
 
5/28        
Education & Community – Lori Martinez & Erica Surova 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses early childhood education and community 
partnership in Doña Ana County that is working to provide education programs from 
prenatal to career education. 
 
6/11        
The COVID-19 Pandemic and Lack of Relief for Immigrants –James Jimenez 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses the COVID-19 pandemic with Executive 
Director of New Mexico Voices for Children, James Jimenez. Discussion topics include 
how the pandemic has impacted all of our lives and concern about how state and federal 
programs have left out relief for immigrants. 
 
6/18             
COVID-19 and its impact on trade in New Mexico 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses trade in New Mexico with Jerry Pacheco, 
President of the Border Industrial Association. Discussion topics include how the 
COVID-19 pandemic is impacting trade in New Mexico and the borderland area. 
 
NEW MEXICO IN FOCUS 
Sundays at Noon; except 5/31 & 6/7 (60min)  
  
4/5 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 

COVID-19 – NM Human Services Dept. 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guest: Sec. David Scrase, MD, New Mexico Human Services Department 
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Domestic Violence During COVID-19 Isolation 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Pam Wiseman, director, New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence  
Guest: Gwyn Kaitis, policy coordinator, New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence  
  

EPA Rolls Back Regulations 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Sec. James Kenney, New Mexico Environment Department 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
            Giovanna Rossi, president, Collective Action Strategies 
            Laura Sanchez, attorney 
            Kristelle Siarza, Siarza Social Digital  
                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, senior producer Matt Grubs speaks with Dr. David 
Scrase, who is part of the team coordinating New Mexico’s response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. A geriatrician who now leads the Human Services Department, Scrase talks 
about the state’s testing capacity, how it impacts the spread of the novel coronavirus, and 
how the health care system is preparing for a spike in cases. 
  
Correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with the New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence about how victims can deal with and escape abuse as New Mexico enters into 
more weeks of stay-at-home orders. 
  
As the nation’s economy reels from the COVID-19 crisis, the Environmental Protection 
Agency has rolled back regulations, allowing for greater pollution. The surprise 
announcement came last week. Correspondent Laura Paskus talks about the changes with 
Sec. James Kenney of the New Mexico Environment Department. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss local government’s actions, including 
closing public schools through the end of this term, to slow the spread of the current virus 
pandemic.  They also talk about the effects of COVID-19 prevention on businesses 
statewide. 
 
4/12 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 

Managing COVID-19 Among Those Experiencing Homelessness 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Dennis Plummer, CEO, Albuquerque Heading Home  
Guest: Jenny Metzler, executive director, Albuquerque Health Care for the 

Homeless  
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Guest: Lisa Huval, deputy director of housing and homelessness for City of 
Albuquerque 
  

Our Land: New Mexico’s Upcoming Fire Season 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 

            Guest: Terrance Gallegos, deputy fire staff officer, Santa Fe National Forest 
  
Practicing Faith During a Pandemic 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Sarah Leiter, community outreach coordinator, UNM’s Hillel House 
Guest: Victoria Trujillo, Roman Catholic Church member and frequent pilgrim to  

El Santuario de Chimayo 
  
Navajo Nation Outbreak 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Noel Smith, Navajo Nation reporter, Farmington Daily Times 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Dede Feldman, former state senator  
Dan Foley, former state representative 
Inez Russell Gomez, editorial page editor, Santa Fe New Mexican  

                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with officials 
from the City of Albuquerque and nonprofits helping those without housing. They 
discuss efforts to help curtail COVID-19 spread among people experiencing 
homelessness and how the response to this pandemic may shape public health and 
housing in the future.  
  
“Our Land” correspondent Laura Paskus sits down with Santa Fe National Forest fire 
fighter Terrance Gallegos, who went to Australia to help combat the country’s recent 
unprecedented bushfires, which burned more than 72,000 square miles and destroyed 
some 6,000 buildings. Based on that experience, he looks ahead to New Mexico’s fire 
season.  
  
Correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with members of the Catholic and Jewish 
communities about how they are trying to adapt faith traditions during a pandemic. Both 
the Christian and Jewish faiths will adjust major celebrations for Holy Week, which leads 
up to Easter, and Passover, a commemoration of the story of Exodus. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus begins a series of interviews with journalists around the 
state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Noel Smith reports on the Navajo 
Nation for the Farmington Daily Times. She’s also a tribal member and has seen her 
home devastated by a COVID-19 outbreak.  
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham’s new 
actions to deal with COVID-19, including tighter restrictions on businesses, extending 
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those restrictions through April, and ordering the early release of low-risk prison inmates. 
The Line also looks at the effects of the pandemic on faith communities. 
 
4/19 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  

COVID-19 in Southern New Mexico 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus  
Guest: Algernon D’Ammassa, Reporter, Las Cruces Sun-News 
  
Native Response to COVID-19 
Correspondent: Antonia Gonzales 
Guest: Michael Chavarria (Santa Clara), Chairman, All Pueblo Council of 

Governors 
Guest: Carleton R. Bowekaty, Lt. Governor, Pueblo of Zuni 
Guest: Lynn Trujillo (Sandia), Secretary, New Mexico Indian Affairs Department 

  
Opening More Public Land to Hunters 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Jesse Deubel, Executive Director, New Mexico Wildlife Federation 
Guest: John Horning, Executive Director, WildEarth Guardians  

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
            Julie Ann Grimm, Editor, Santa Fe Reporter  
            Serge Martinez, Professor, UNM School of Law  
                                    
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues with her 
series of interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Algernon D’Ammassa, a reporter with the Las Cruces Sun-News who lives 
in Deming, has been covering the pandemic crisis in Southern New Mexico. 
  
Correspondent Antonia Gonzales talks with New Mexico’s Indian Affairs secretary and 
two tribal leaders about COVID-19 and Native communities. Tribes are working to slow 
the disease’s spread as state, national and congressional leaders are raising concerns 
about the devastating impact COVID-19 can have on tribes across the country. 
 
 
Correspondent Laura Paskus reports on the Trump administration’s plans to open more 
than 2.3 million acres of wildlife refuges to hunting and fishing. That would include New 
Mexico’s Bosque del Apache and Bitter Lake National Wildlife refuges. 
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Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss partisan reactions to Gov. Lujan 
Grisham’s public health restrictions. The Line also looks at the spread of COVID-19 in 
jails and prisons, and debates the call for early release of some non-violent prisoners. 
 
4/26 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  

Rural Hospitals and Telehealth 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guest: Dr. Sanjeev Arora, founder, Project Echo at UNM 
            Dr. Leslie Hayes, family practitioner, El Centro Health in Española 
  
Sen. Tom Udall on U.S. Economy and Healthcare 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guest: U.S. Senator Tom Udall 

  
COVID-19 in Northern New Mexico 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus  
Guest: Staci Matlock, managing editor, Taos News 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Tom Garrity, The Garrity Group PR 
Sophie Martin, attorney  
H. Diane Snyder, former state senator 

  
                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with Drs. 
Sanjeev Arora and Leslie Hayes about telehealth and how rural medical centers and 
hospitals are handling cases of the novel coronavirus. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs talks to U.S. Sen. Tom Udall about the COVID-19 pandemic 
as the Senate passes its latest attempt to provide a safety net for the U.S. economy and 
healthcare system.  
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with the third in her series of interviews with 
journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Staci Matlock, 
managing editor of the Taos News, discusses the progress and results of the outbreak in 
Northern New Mexico. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss how rural hospitals are struggling to keep 
their doors open while they brace for a surge in COVID-19 patients, and what’s ahead for 
health care in less populated parts New Mexico. The Line also looks whether the state has 
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enough resources to expand novel coronavirus testing for every citizen, and what it might 
need to reopen the economy. 
 
5/3 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
Searching for a Vaccine 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guests: 
Steven Bradfute, Ph.D., assistant prof, UNM Center for Global Health and Internal 
Medicine  
Bryce Chackerian, Ph.D., professor and vice chair, UNM Dept. of Molecular Genetics 
and Microbiology 
David Peabody, Ph.D., UNM Dept. of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology  

  
How COVID-19 Changed the Game for Hospitals 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guests:  
Derrick Cuenca, CEO, Mountain View Regional Medical Center 
Kaye Green, CEO, Roosevelt General Hospital 
  
COVID-19 in Southeastern New Mexico 
Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guest:  
Adrian Hedden, reporter, Carlsbad Current-Argus 
  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Merritt Allen, Vox Optima 
Andy Lyman, reporter, New Mexico Political Report 

            Laura E. Sanchez, attorney 
  

This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with 
researchers at the University of New Mexico who are among hundreds of scientists 
around the world working to develop a vaccine for the novel coronavirus that has led to 
the death of more than 57,000 in the United States alone.  
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs talks to executives from hospitals in Las Cruces and 
Portales. Both Mountain View Regional Medical Center and Roosevelt General Hospital 
are still waiting for a surge of COVID-19 cases, while acknowledging that stay-at-home 
orders have flattened disease curves. But the coronavirus has changed how both facilities 
prepare for pandemics going forward.  
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Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with the fourth in her series of interviews with 
journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Adrian 
Hedden, a journalist with the Carlsbad Current-Argus, discusses the consequences of the 
outbreak in the Carlsbad area. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss COVID-19 updates, including Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham’s plan to extend restrictions through May 15. Although her 
approval rating in a recent poll is at 62%, not everyone views her policies favorably. This 
includes Mayor Martin Hicks of Grants, who has encouraged others to follow him in 
defying the governor’s shut-down orders. The Line also looks at school, city, and state 
budgets that are in trouble as a result of the pandemic. 
 
5/10 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
Testing New Mexicans for COVID-19 
Correspondent:   
            Matt Grubs 
Guests:   

Cabinet Secretary Kathyleen Kunkel, New Mexico Department of Health 
  

COVID-19 on the Navajo Nation 
Correspondent:  

Laura Paskus  
Guest:  

Arlyssa Becenti, reporter, Navajo Times - Diné bi Naltsoos 
  

NM Supreme Court Rules on Inmate, Staff Testing at State Prisons 
Correspondent:  

Laura Paskus 
Guest:  

Jeff Proctor, reporter, New Mexico in Depth and contributing editor, Santa Fe 
Reporter 

  
Tribal Cultural Response to COVID-19 
Correspondent:  

Antonia Gonzales 
Guests:  

Tiana Cachini, Miss Zuni 
Teran Villa, Jemez Pueblo COVID-19 Response Team  
Isiah Yazzie, comedian 
  

Primary Voting in New Mexico 
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Correspondent:  
Matt Grubs 
Guest:  
Secretary Maggie Toulouse Oliver, New Mexico Secretary of State 

  
Our Land: Rio Grande Spring Flow and Climate Change 
Correspondent: 

Laura Paskus 
  

The Line Opinion Panel: (no Line panel this week) 
  

This week on New Mexico in Focus, senior producer Matt Grubs takes a close look at the 
state’s COVID-19 testing capability with Sec. Kathyleen Kunkel of the NM Department 
of Health. New Mexico is able to test more than 5,000 people a day, but routinely falls 
thousands of tests short of that mark. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with her series of interviews with journalists 
around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Arlyssa Becenti is a 
reporter with the Navajo Times, which is based in Window Rock, Arizona, and covers the 
entire 27,000-square mile Navajo Nation. 
  
Paskus also checks in with Jeff Proctor, criminal justice reporter for New Mexico in 
Depth and contributing editor for the Santa Fe Reporter. He’s been tracking how some 
6,600 inmates in New Mexico are affected by the pandemic, and what the state is doing 
to protect prisoners and correctional employees from the deadly virus.  
  
Correspondent Antonia Gonzales looks into tribal cultural responses to the current 
pandemic. Native Americans across the country are finding ways to share their culture, 
language and traditions with one another as COVID-19 put a halt to tribal gatherings. 
Virtual pow-wows, beading classes, pottery making, language and story-sharing are 
among the many things to move online. A number of Facebook groups, town halls, and 
Zoom meetings are connecting tribal communities offering encouragement and positivity 
during these trying times. Gonzales talks with some guests about the resilience of Native 
people. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs tackles the issue of voting during the pandemic with 
Secretary of State Maggie Toulouse Oliver. This week, county clerks began sending out 
applications for mail-in absentee ballots as they prepare for the June 2 primary. The New 
Mexico Supreme Court ruled last month that ballots had to be requested by voters in the 
upcoming election, rather than allowing clerks to skip a step and just send the ballots. 
Sec. Toulouse Oliver talks about her concern for public health and in-person voting.   
  
On this month’s episode of Our Land, we look back to 2018, when the Rio Grande dried 
in April after a warm, dry winter. At the time, correspondent Laura Paskus spoke with 
scientists whose research showed how climate change is already affecting the amount of 
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streamflow in the Rio Grande that comes from snowmelt, especially in the spring. The 
river’s flow in 2020 is bearing out that grim prediction just two years later. 
 
5/17 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
COVID-19 in Grants, NM 
Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guest:  
Diego Lopez, reporter, Cibola Citizen 
  
COVID-19 Survival and Recovery on the Navajo Nation 
Correspondent: 
Antonia Gonzales 
Guests: 
Lewis Joe, Navajo citizen, COVID-19 survivor 
Sunnie Clahchischiligi, Navajo journalist and UNM doctoral student  
 
 
Hospitals in Northwest New Mexico Respond to the Outbreak 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guests:  
Maria Atencio, RN, Nursing Officer, Cibola General Hospital  
Jeff Buorgeois, CEO, San Juan Regional Medical Center  
  
Ramadan and COVID-19 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guests:  
Rahim Alhaj, composer and master oud player  
Samia Assed, human rights activist and organizer  
Khadijah VanBrakle, children’s author   
  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
Tom Garrity, The Garrity Group PR  
Sophie Martin, attorney  
Edmund E. Perea, attorney and public safety analyst 
  
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues her series of 
interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Diego Lopez is a reporter with the Cibola Citizen in Grants. City leaders 
are clashing in the western New Mexico town as the mayor has demanded businesses be 
allowed to reopen, despite the governor’s public health order. 
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Navajo Nation leaders and health officials are working around the clock fighting COVID-
19 while providing relief to tribal citizens with food, water, firewood and other supplies. 
There have been more than 100 deaths in the outbreak, but many people have recovered 
or are in the recovery process.  Correspondent Antonia Gonzales talks with a Navajo 
citizen who shares his COVID-19 recovery story and a Navajo journalist whose recent 
piece in the New York Times highlighted some reasons why the virus is spreading so 
rapidly across Navajo land.  
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs looks at COVID-19’s impact on the Northwest part of the 
state. The Gallup lockdown has kept Grants’ Cibola General Hospital busy. In 
Farmington, San Juan Regional Medical Center has seen an uptick in cases just this week. 
San Juan’s CEO and a chief nursing officer at Cibola General discuss the impact on both 
hospital operations and the doctors and nurses who are treating those infected by the 
novel coronavirus. 
  
Ramadan, a month of fasting, prayer, reflection and community in the Islamic faith, 
began April 23 with Muslims worldwide knowing this would be an observance unlike 
any they’d experienced. Correspondent Megan Kamerick speaks with three Muslims in 
Albuquerque to learn how they are adapting to this new reality and observing principles 
of service and community while staying apart. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss COVID-19 updates, including Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham’s newest decisions. The Line also looks at current and long-term 
effects of COVID-19 on the New Mexico tourism industry.  
 
5/24 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
COVID-19 in El Paso  
Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guests:  
Bob Moore, president and CEO, ElPasoMatters.org 
Lauren Villagran, reporter, El Paso Times 
  
COVID-19 Testing at TriCore Reference Labs 
Correspondent: 
Matt Grubs 
Guest: 
Dr. David Grenache, chief scientific officer, TriCore Reference Laboratories  
 
Civil Rights Pioneer George I. Sánchez  
Correspondent: Russell Contreras  
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Guest:  Cynthia Kennedy, granddaughter of educator and civil rights pioneer George I. 
Sanchez  
  
Line Panelists:    
Dede Feldman, former state senator  
Dan Foley, former state representative  
Cathryn McGill, NM Black Leadership Council 
  
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues her series of 
interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Although it’s in Texas, El Paso’s proximity to our state and the border with 
Mexico makes it an important part of the pandemic’s equation. Paskus talks with two 
veteran border journalists, Bob Moore of El Paso Matters and Lauren Villagran, 
immigration reporter with the El Paso Times. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs looks at testing for the novel coronavirus – both for those 
infected and for those who may have had the virus with only mild or no 
symptoms.  Grubs talks with Dr. David Grenache, who is the chief scientific officer of 
TriCore Reference Laboratories, the largest independent laboratory in the state. 
  
In an interview recorded earlier this year, correspondent Russell Contreras sat down with 
Cynthia Kennedy for a deeply personal tribute to her grandfather: author, educator and 
civil rights leader George I. Sanchez. His book “Forgotten People: A Study of New 
Mexicans,” first published in 1940, looked at the status of education among Mexican 
Americans and Native Americans. It was a pioneering work, as it was the first book of its 
kind written by someone who was himself a person of color. His granddaughter, herself 
an educator, speaks of her determination not to let his legacy be forgotten.   
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss the state’s reaction to the governor’s 
COVID-19 updates, which included opening more retail businesses but not opening 
restaurants to dine-in service. The new public health order also requires, with few 
exceptions, wearing face masks in public – a mandate that is not sitting well with 
everyone.  And with the state’s primary close upon us, The Line also looks at contested 
federal races. 
 
6/28 
Host:                                     
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
New State Agency Opens July 1 
Correspondent: 
Russell Contreras 
Guest: 
Secretary Elizabeth Groginsky, New Mexico Early Childhood Education and Care Dept. 
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Mayor Webber and Santa Fe’s Controversial Monuments 
Correspondent:  
Gwyneth Doland 
Guest:  
Alan Webber, Santa Fe Mayor 
  
Covering COVID-19: Arizona 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest:   
Andrew Oxford, reporter, The Arizona Republic 
  
Line Panelists:    
Merritt Allen, Vox Optima 
Serge Martinez, professor, UNM School of Law  
Rachel Sams, editor, Albuquerque Business First   
             
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Russell Contreras talks with 
Elizabeth Groginsky, the first secretary of New Mexico’s newly minted Early Childhood 
Education and Care Department, which will launch next week. Groginsky talks about her 
plans for creating a cohesive and aligned pre-natal-to-five early childhood system in New 
Mexico. 
  
Protests against racism and debates over monuments have captivated Santa Fe, where 
vandals defaced a Civil War obelisk referring to Native Americans as “savage” and the 
city removed a statue of Don Diego de Vargas from Cathedral Park. Gwyneth Doland 
talks with Santa Fe Mayor Alan Webber about his approach to the conflicts. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues her conversations with journalists about their 
coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic as she checks in with Andrew Oxford, formerly 
with the Santa Fe New Mexican and now reporting for The Arizona Republic.  Unlike 
New Mexico, Arizona took a less strict approach to dealing with the pandemic and has 
seen the number of cases rise. Oxford talks about the Arizona state government’s 
approach to the pandemic, the state’s economy and President Trump’s visit this week. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel analyze the outcomes of the special legislative 
session that spanned five days – including a weekend – and debate whether lawmakers 
accomplished all they set out to do. The Line also takes on the ever-present COVID 
pandemic with updates on how it’s affecting New Mexico. 
 
BUSINESS 
Democracy Now 
M-F at 1pm (60min) 
Democracy Now! is an award-winning, independent, noncommercial, nationally-
distributed public television news hour. Produced each weekday, Democracy Now! is 
available for public television stations free of charge. 
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Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide 
Saturday, 5/30 at 8am; Sunday, 5/31 at 12pm; Tuesday, 6/2 at 7pm; Wednesday, 6/3 at 
1am; Thursday, 6/4 at 830pm; Friday, 6/5 at 230am; Saturday, 6/6 at 430pm & Sunday, 
6/7 at 11am (2hrs) 
Join the acclaimed personal finance expert for essential advice on planning for and 
thriving in retirement. With empathy, straight talk and humor, Suze provides information 
about key steps for anyone trying to achieve their "ultimate retirement." 
 
POLITICS / LOCAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
NOVA: Decoding COVID-19 
Thursday, 5/21 at 7pm, Friday, 5/22 at 1am, Saturday at 5pm, 5/23 & Sunday at 11am, 
5/24 (60min) 
The coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 has upended life as we know it in a matter of mere 
months. But at the same time, an unprecedented global effort to understand and contain 
the virus-and find a treatment for the disease it causes-is underway. Join the doctors on 
the front lines of the fight against COVID-19 as they strategize to stop the spread, and 
meet the researchers racing to find treatments and vaccines. Along the way, discover how 
this devastating disease emerged, what it does to the human body, and why it exploded 
into a pandemic. 
 
Frontline: Coronavirus Pandemic 
Tuesday 4/21 at 8pm, Friday, 4/22 at 2am, Thursday, 4/30 at 7pm, Friday, 5/1 at 1am, 
Saturday, 5/2 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/3 at 11am (60min) 
A special report on the government response to the coronavirus and the human toll. The 
two-part special investigates the federal response versus Washington State, the outbreak's 
epicenter. 
 
Open Mind 
Sundays at 1030am except 5/31 & 6/7 (30min) 
A half hour weekly public affairs broadcast, THE OPEN MIND is a thoughtful excursion 
into the world of ideas, exploring issues of national and public concern with the most 
compelling minds of our times. Hosted by Alexander Heffner. 
 
NEWSMAKERS 
Thursdays at 7pm except 4/30, 5/7, 5/14, 5/21, 6/4 & 6/25; Fridays at 1am except 5/1, 
5/8, 5/15, 5/22, 6/5 & 6/26; Saturdays at 5pm except 5/2, 5/9, 5/16. 5/23, 6/6 & 6/27; 
Sundays at 11am except 5/3, 5/10, 5/17, 5/24, 6/7 & 6/28 (30min) 
NEWSMAKERS: the region's in-depth source for news from New Mexico and Texas.  
Every week, Newsmakers features the people, issues, and events that shape our 
community.  Shows in September will focus on our region's role in the future of energy; 
the new Las Cruces Convention Center; and how New Mexico State University is 
engaging the scientists of the future by reaching out to area students.    
 
4/2        
James Millward, Georgetown University 
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This week, Newsmakers host Fred Martino sits down for an in depth discussion with 
James Millward of Georgetown University on China and the current state of affairs. 
 
4/9 
Minerva Baumann 
This week on Newsmakers, Fred Martino interviews Minerva Baumann, author of the 
book “Ordinary Angels: Stories of Daily Life in El Paso del Norte. 
 
5/28  
The Best of Living Here – Historic Places 
This week on Newsmakers: The Best of Living Here, featuring a look at some historic 
places to visit in southern New Mexico. We visit Lake Valley just south of Hillsboro, and 
the historic Rio Grande Theatre in downtown Las Cruces. We traveled to Truth or 
Consequences to explore a forty-year old historical collection of Sierra County and in 
Silver City we visit a Victorian style home turned into the city's museum and finally we 
admire a remarkable collection of automobiles in an airplane hangar in Santa Teresa. 
 
6/11 
Dr. Bobbie Green – President Doña Ana County NAACP 
This week, Newsmakers features Dr. Bobbie Green, President of the Doña Ana County 
NAACP. 
 
6/18  
Dr. Chris Erickson – COVID-10 Short and Long-Term Effects on NM Economy 
This week, Newsmakers features Dr. Chris Erickson, Professor at New Mexico State 
University to discuss COVID-19 and the short and long-term effects on the New Mexico 
economy. 
 
Election 2020 – New Mexico GOP Primary: U.S. House District 2 #101 
Thursday, 5/14 at 7pm, Friday, 5/15 at 1am, Saturday, 5/16 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/17 at 11am 
Election 2020: New Mexico GOP Primary U.S. House District 2 Forum with moderator 
Fred Martino. The show features three candidates running for the Republican nomination 
in New Mexico's 2nd Congressional District: Claire Chase, Yvette Herrell, and Chris 
Mathys. 
 
Issues & Answers: Reporting on Trauma #123 
Thursday, 4/16 at 7pm, Friday, 4/17 at 1am, Saturday, 4/18 at 5pm & Sunday, 4/19 at 11am 
This hour-long program features reporters who covered the mass shooting in El Paso. It 
examines the complexities of covering trauma and highlights training available to assist 
journalists and the communities they serve. Guests include Bruce Berman of the 
Journalism Dept. at New Mexico State University, Lauren Villagran of the El Paso 
Times, Adriana Candelaria Reporter/Anchor at KDBC/KFOX and Julio-César Chávez 
Reporter at KVIA. 
   
Issues & Answers: Youth Civic Engagement #124 
Thursday, 4/23 at 7pm, Friday, 4/24 at 1am, Saturday, 4/25 at 5pm & Sunday, 4/26 at 11am 
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This hour-long program features a discussion about efforts to increase civic engagement 
among young people in the region. Field reports include: A Las Cruces Mayoral Forum 
hosted by high school students and a voter registration drive organized by students at 
New Mexico State University. 
 
Issues & Answers: Dreams on Trial #125 
Thursday, 5/7 at 7pm, Friday, 5/8 at 1am, Saturday, 5/9 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/10 at 11am 
This hour-long program features a discussion about the personal stories of students and 
professionals in DACA. We hope to gain a greater perspective on how the program has made a 
difference in their lives and what’s at stake. Panel guests are all DACA recipients and they 
include NMSU students Uriel Rosales, Silvia Aguirre-Jaquez along with Samuel Bejarano an 
accountant. 
 
Issues & Answers: Police Reform #127 
Thursday, 6/25 at 7pm, Friday, 6/26 at 1am, Saturday, 6/27 at 5pm & Sunday, 6/28 at 11am 
Doña Ana County Sheriff Kim Stewart and New Mexico State University Police Chief 
Stephen Lopez talk about the movement for police reform.  This series is a partnership 
between KRWG Public Media, NAACP of Doña Ana County, and the League of Women 
Voters of Southern New Mexico. 
 
FRONTERAS: A CHANGING AMERICA 
Thursdays at 730pm except except 4/30, 5/7, 5/14, 5/21, 6/4 & 6/25; Fridays at 130am 
except 5/1, 5/8, 5/15, 5/22, 6/5 & 6/26; Saturdays at 530pm except 5/2, 5/9, 5/16. 5/23, 
6/6 & 6/27; Sundays at 1130am except 5/3, 5/10, 5/17, 5/24, 6/7 & 6/28 (30min) 
KRWG-TV's weekly program profiles the people and examines the issues in the region's 
Hispanic communities. 
 
4/2          
Elaine Hampton – Author, “Copper Stain: ASARCO’s Legacy in El Paso” 
Fronteras host, Anthony Moreno has a discussion about a new book from co-author 
Elaine Hampton titled, "Copper Stain: ASARCO's Legacy in El Paso." This book shares 
the stories of workers at the smelter plant that produced large quantities of copper for 
over a century in El Paso, Texas. 
 
4/9          
“When A Woman Rises” - Dr. Christine Eber 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno has a discussion with author Dr. Christine Eber about her 
latest novel, "When a Women Rises." 
 
5/28        
Education & Community – Lori Martinez & Erica Surova 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses early childhood education and community 
partnership in Doña Ana County that is working to provide education programs from 
prenatal to career education. 
 
6/11        
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The COVID-19 Pandemic and Lack of Relief for Immigrants –James Jimenez 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses the COVID-19 pandemic with Executive 
Director of New Mexico Voices for Children, James Jimenez. Discussion topics include 
how the pandemic has impacted all of our lives and concern about how state and federal 
programs have left out relief for immigrants. 
 
6/18             
COVID-19 and its impact on trade in New Mexico 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses trade in New Mexico with Jerry Pacheco, 
President of the Border Industrial Association. Discussion topics include how the 
COVID-19 pandemic is impacting trade in New Mexico and the borderland area. 
 
NEW MEXICO IN FOCUS 
Sundays at Noon; except 5/31 & 6/7 (60min)  
  
4/5 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 

COVID-19 – NM Human Services Dept. 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guest: Sec. David Scrase, MD, New Mexico Human Services Department 

  
Domestic Violence During COVID-19 Isolation 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Pam Wiseman, director, New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence  
Guest: Gwyn Kaitis, policy coordinator, New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence  
  

EPA Rolls Back Regulations 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Sec. James Kenney, New Mexico Environment Department 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
            Giovanna Rossi, president, Collective Action Strategies 
            Laura Sanchez, attorney 
            Kristelle Siarza, Siarza Social Digital  
                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, senior producer Matt Grubs speaks with Dr. David 
Scrase, who is part of the team coordinating New Mexico’s response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. A geriatrician who now leads the Human Services Department, Scrase talks 
about the state’s testing capacity, how it impacts the spread of the novel coronavirus, and 
how the health care system is preparing for a spike in cases. 
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Correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with the New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence about how victims can deal with and escape abuse as New Mexico enters into 
more weeks of stay-at-home orders. 
  
As the nation’s economy reels from the COVID-19 crisis, the Environmental Protection 
Agency has rolled back regulations, allowing for greater pollution. The surprise 
announcement came last week. Correspondent Laura Paskus talks about the changes with 
Sec. James Kenney of the New Mexico Environment Department. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss local government’s actions, including 
closing public schools through the end of this term, to slow the spread of the current virus 
pandemic.  They also talk about the effects of COVID-19 prevention on businesses 
statewide. 
 
4/12 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 

Managing COVID-19 Among Those Experiencing Homelessness 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Dennis Plummer, CEO, Albuquerque Heading Home  
Guest: Jenny Metzler, executive director, Albuquerque Health Care for the 

Homeless  
Guest: Lisa Huval, deputy director of housing and homelessness for City of 

Albuquerque 
  

Our Land: New Mexico’s Upcoming Fire Season 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 

            Guest: Terrance Gallegos, deputy fire staff officer, Santa Fe National Forest 
  
Practicing Faith During a Pandemic 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Sarah Leiter, community outreach coordinator, UNM’s Hillel House 
Guest: Victoria Trujillo, Roman Catholic Church member and frequent pilgrim to  

El Santuario de Chimayo 
  
Navajo Nation Outbreak 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Noel Smith, Navajo Nation reporter, Farmington Daily Times 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Dede Feldman, former state senator  
Dan Foley, former state representative 
Inez Russell Gomez, editorial page editor, Santa Fe New Mexican  
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This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with officials 
from the City of Albuquerque and nonprofits helping those without housing. They 
discuss efforts to help curtail COVID-19 spread among people experiencing 
homelessness and how the response to this pandemic may shape public health and 
housing in the future.  
  
“Our Land” correspondent Laura Paskus sits down with Santa Fe National Forest fire 
fighter Terrance Gallegos, who went to Australia to help combat the country’s recent 
unprecedented bushfires, which burned more than 72,000 square miles and destroyed 
some 6,000 buildings. Based on that experience, he looks ahead to New Mexico’s fire 
season.  
  
Correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with members of the Catholic and Jewish 
communities about how they are trying to adapt faith traditions during a pandemic. Both 
the Christian and Jewish faiths will adjust major celebrations for Holy Week, which leads 
up to Easter, and Passover, a commemoration of the story of Exodus. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus begins a series of interviews with journalists around the 
state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Noel Smith reports on the Navajo 
Nation for the Farmington Daily Times. She’s also a tribal member and has seen her 
home devastated by a COVID-19 outbreak.  
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham’s new 
actions to deal with COVID-19, including tighter restrictions on businesses, extending 
those restrictions through April, and ordering the early release of low-risk prison inmates. 
The Line also looks at the effects of the pandemic on faith communities. 
 
4/19 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  

COVID-19 in Southern New Mexico 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus  
Guest: Algernon D’Ammassa, Reporter, Las Cruces Sun-News 
  
Native Response to COVID-19 
Correspondent: Antonia Gonzales 
Guest: Michael Chavarria (Santa Clara), Chairman, All Pueblo Council of 

Governors 
Guest: Carleton R. Bowekaty, Lt. Governor, Pueblo of Zuni 
Guest: Lynn Trujillo (Sandia), Secretary, New Mexico Indian Affairs Department 

  
Opening More Public Land to Hunters 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
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Guest: Jesse Deubel, Executive Director, New Mexico Wildlife Federation 
Guest: John Horning, Executive Director, WildEarth Guardians  

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
            Julie Ann Grimm, Editor, Santa Fe Reporter  
            Serge Martinez, Professor, UNM School of Law  
                                    
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues with her 
series of interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Algernon D’Ammassa, a reporter with the Las Cruces Sun-News who lives 
in Deming, has been covering the pandemic crisis in Southern New Mexico. 
  
Correspondent Antonia Gonzales talks with New Mexico’s Indian Affairs secretary and 
two tribal leaders about COVID-19 and Native communities. Tribes are working to slow 
the disease’s spread as state, national and congressional leaders are raising concerns 
about the devastating impact COVID-19 can have on tribes across the country. 
 
 
Correspondent Laura Paskus reports on the Trump administration’s plans to open more 
than 2.3 million acres of wildlife refuges to hunting and fishing. That would include New 
Mexico’s Bosque del Apache and Bitter Lake National Wildlife refuges. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss partisan reactions to Gov. Lujan 
Grisham’s public health restrictions. The Line also looks at the spread of COVID-19 in 
jails and prisons, and debates the call for early release of some non-violent prisoners. 
 
4/26 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  

Rural Hospitals and Telehealth 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guest: Dr. Sanjeev Arora, founder, Project Echo at UNM 
            Dr. Leslie Hayes, family practitioner, El Centro Health in Española 
  
Sen. Tom Udall on U.S. Economy and Healthcare 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guest: U.S. Senator Tom Udall 

  
COVID-19 in Northern New Mexico 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus  
Guest: Staci Matlock, managing editor, Taos News 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
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Tom Garrity, The Garrity Group PR 
Sophie Martin, attorney  
H. Diane Snyder, former state senator 

  
                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with Drs. 
Sanjeev Arora and Leslie Hayes about telehealth and how rural medical centers and 
hospitals are handling cases of the novel coronavirus. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs talks to U.S. Sen. Tom Udall about the COVID-19 pandemic 
as the Senate passes its latest attempt to provide a safety net for the U.S. economy and 
healthcare system.  
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with the third in her series of interviews with 
journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Staci Matlock, 
managing editor of the Taos News, discusses the progress and results of the outbreak in 
Northern New Mexico. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss how rural hospitals are struggling to keep 
their doors open while they brace for a surge in COVID-19 patients, and what’s ahead for 
health care in less populated parts New Mexico. The Line also looks whether the state has 
enough resources to expand novel coronavirus testing for every citizen, and what it might 
need to reopen the economy. 
 
5/3 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
Searching for a Vaccine 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guests: 
Steven Bradfute, Ph.D., assistant prof, UNM Center for Global Health and Internal 
Medicine  
Bryce Chackerian, Ph.D., professor and vice chair, UNM Dept. of Molecular Genetics 
and Microbiology 
David Peabody, Ph.D., UNM Dept. of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology  

  
How COVID-19 Changed the Game for Hospitals 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guests:  
Derrick Cuenca, CEO, Mountain View Regional Medical Center 
Kaye Green, CEO, Roosevelt General Hospital 
  
COVID-19 in Southeastern New Mexico 
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Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guest:  
Adrian Hedden, reporter, Carlsbad Current-Argus 
  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Merritt Allen, Vox Optima 
Andy Lyman, reporter, New Mexico Political Report 

            Laura E. Sanchez, attorney 
  

This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with 
researchers at the University of New Mexico who are among hundreds of scientists 
around the world working to develop a vaccine for the novel coronavirus that has led to 
the death of more than 57,000 in the United States alone.  
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs talks to executives from hospitals in Las Cruces and 
Portales. Both Mountain View Regional Medical Center and Roosevelt General Hospital 
are still waiting for a surge of COVID-19 cases, while acknowledging that stay-at-home 
orders have flattened disease curves. But the coronavirus has changed how both facilities 
prepare for pandemics going forward.  
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with the fourth in her series of interviews with 
journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Adrian 
Hedden, a journalist with the Carlsbad Current-Argus, discusses the consequences of the 
outbreak in the Carlsbad area. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss COVID-19 updates, including Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham’s plan to extend restrictions through May 15. Although her 
approval rating in a recent poll is at 62%, not everyone views her policies favorably. This 
includes Mayor Martin Hicks of Grants, who has encouraged others to follow him in 
defying the governor’s shut-down orders. The Line also looks at school, city, and state 
budgets that are in trouble as a result of the pandemic. 
 
5/10 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
Testing New Mexicans for COVID-19 
Correspondent:   
            Matt Grubs 
Guests:   

Cabinet Secretary Kathyleen Kunkel, New Mexico Department of Health 
  

COVID-19 on the Navajo Nation 
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Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  

Guest:  
Arlyssa Becenti, reporter, Navajo Times - Diné bi Naltsoos 
  

NM Supreme Court Rules on Inmate, Staff Testing at State Prisons 
Correspondent:  

Laura Paskus 
Guest:  

Jeff Proctor, reporter, New Mexico in Depth and contributing editor, Santa Fe 
Reporter 

  
Tribal Cultural Response to COVID-19 
Correspondent:  

Antonia Gonzales 
Guests:  

Tiana Cachini, Miss Zuni 
Teran Villa, Jemez Pueblo COVID-19 Response Team  
Isiah Yazzie, comedian 
  

Primary Voting in New Mexico 
Correspondent:  
Matt Grubs 
Guest:  
Secretary Maggie Toulouse Oliver, New Mexico Secretary of State 

  
Our Land: Rio Grande Spring Flow and Climate Change 
Correspondent: 

Laura Paskus 
  

The Line Opinion Panel: (no Line panel this week) 
  

This week on New Mexico in Focus, senior producer Matt Grubs takes a close look at the 
state’s COVID-19 testing capability with Sec. Kathyleen Kunkel of the NM Department 
of Health. New Mexico is able to test more than 5,000 people a day, but routinely falls 
thousands of tests short of that mark. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with her series of interviews with journalists 
around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Arlyssa Becenti is a 
reporter with the Navajo Times, which is based in Window Rock, Arizona, and covers the 
entire 27,000-square mile Navajo Nation. 
  
Paskus also checks in with Jeff Proctor, criminal justice reporter for New Mexico in 
Depth and contributing editor for the Santa Fe Reporter. He’s been tracking how some 
6,600 inmates in New Mexico are affected by the pandemic, and what the state is doing 
to protect prisoners and correctional employees from the deadly virus.  
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Correspondent Antonia Gonzales looks into tribal cultural responses to the current 
pandemic. Native Americans across the country are finding ways to share their culture, 
language and traditions with one another as COVID-19 put a halt to tribal gatherings. 
Virtual pow-wows, beading classes, pottery making, language and story-sharing are 
among the many things to move online. A number of Facebook groups, town halls, and 
Zoom meetings are connecting tribal communities offering encouragement and positivity 
during these trying times. Gonzales talks with some guests about the resilience of Native 
people. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs tackles the issue of voting during the pandemic with 
Secretary of State Maggie Toulouse Oliver. This week, county clerks began sending out 
applications for mail-in absentee ballots as they prepare for the June 2 primary. The New 
Mexico Supreme Court ruled last month that ballots had to be requested by voters in the 
upcoming election, rather than allowing clerks to skip a step and just send the ballots. 
Sec. Toulouse Oliver talks about her concern for public health and in-person voting.   
  
On this month’s episode of Our Land, we look back to 2018, when the Rio Grande dried 
in April after a warm, dry winter. At the time, correspondent Laura Paskus spoke with 
scientists whose research showed how climate change is already affecting the amount of 
streamflow in the Rio Grande that comes from snowmelt, especially in the spring. The 
river’s flow in 2020 is bearing out that grim prediction just two years later. 
 
5/17 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
COVID-19 in Grants, NM 
Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guest:  
Diego Lopez, reporter, Cibola Citizen 
  
COVID-19 Survival and Recovery on the Navajo Nation 
Correspondent: 
Antonia Gonzales 
Guests: 
Lewis Joe, Navajo citizen, COVID-19 survivor 
Sunnie Clahchischiligi, Navajo journalist and UNM doctoral student  
 
 
Hospitals in Northwest New Mexico Respond to the Outbreak 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guests:  
Maria Atencio, RN, Nursing Officer, Cibola General Hospital  
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Jeff Buorgeois, CEO, San Juan Regional Medical Center  
  
Ramadan and COVID-19 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guests:  
Rahim Alhaj, composer and master oud player  
Samia Assed, human rights activist and organizer  
Khadijah VanBrakle, children’s author   
  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
Tom Garrity, The Garrity Group PR  
Sophie Martin, attorney  
Edmund E. Perea, attorney and public safety analyst 
  
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues her series of 
interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Diego Lopez is a reporter with the Cibola Citizen in Grants. City leaders 
are clashing in the western New Mexico town as the mayor has demanded businesses be 
allowed to reopen, despite the governor’s public health order. 
  
Navajo Nation leaders and health officials are working around the clock fighting COVID-
19 while providing relief to tribal citizens with food, water, firewood and other supplies. 
There have been more than 100 deaths in the outbreak, but many people have recovered 
or are in the recovery process.  Correspondent Antonia Gonzales talks with a Navajo 
citizen who shares his COVID-19 recovery story and a Navajo journalist whose recent 
piece in the New York Times highlighted some reasons why the virus is spreading so 
rapidly across Navajo land.  
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs looks at COVID-19’s impact on the Northwest part of the 
state. The Gallup lockdown has kept Grants’ Cibola General Hospital busy. In 
Farmington, San Juan Regional Medical Center has seen an uptick in cases just this week. 
San Juan’s CEO and a chief nursing officer at Cibola General discuss the impact on both 
hospital operations and the doctors and nurses who are treating those infected by the 
novel coronavirus. 
  
Ramadan, a month of fasting, prayer, reflection and community in the Islamic faith, 
began April 23 with Muslims worldwide knowing this would be an observance unlike 
any they’d experienced. Correspondent Megan Kamerick speaks with three Muslims in 
Albuquerque to learn how they are adapting to this new reality and observing principles 
of service and community while staying apart. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss COVID-19 updates, including Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham’s newest decisions. The Line also looks at current and long-term 
effects of COVID-19 on the New Mexico tourism industry.  
 
5/24 
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Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
COVID-19 in El Paso  
Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guests:  
Bob Moore, president and CEO, ElPasoMatters.org 
Lauren Villagran, reporter, El Paso Times 
  
COVID-19 Testing at TriCore Reference Labs 
Correspondent: 
Matt Grubs 
Guest: 
Dr. David Grenache, chief scientific officer, TriCore Reference Laboratories  
 
Civil Rights Pioneer George I. Sánchez  
Correspondent: Russell Contreras  
Guest:  Cynthia Kennedy, granddaughter of educator and civil rights pioneer George I. 
Sanchez  
  
Line Panelists:    
Dede Feldman, former state senator  
Dan Foley, former state representative  
Cathryn McGill, NM Black Leadership Council 
  
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues her series of 
interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Although it’s in Texas, El Paso’s proximity to our state and the border with 
Mexico makes it an important part of the pandemic’s equation. Paskus talks with two 
veteran border journalists, Bob Moore of El Paso Matters and Lauren Villagran, 
immigration reporter with the El Paso Times. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs looks at testing for the novel coronavirus – both for those 
infected and for those who may have had the virus with only mild or no 
symptoms.  Grubs talks with Dr. David Grenache, who is the chief scientific officer of 
TriCore Reference Laboratories, the largest independent laboratory in the state. 
  
In an interview recorded earlier this year, correspondent Russell Contreras sat down with 
Cynthia Kennedy for a deeply personal tribute to her grandfather: author, educator and 
civil rights leader George I. Sanchez. His book “Forgotten People: A Study of New 
Mexicans,” first published in 1940, looked at the status of education among Mexican 
Americans and Native Americans. It was a pioneering work, as it was the first book of its 
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kind written by someone who was himself a person of color. His granddaughter, herself 
an educator, speaks of her determination not to let his legacy be forgotten.   
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss the state’s reaction to the governor’s 
COVID-19 updates, which included opening more retail businesses but not opening 
restaurants to dine-in service. The new public health order also requires, with few 
exceptions, wearing face masks in public – a mandate that is not sitting well with 
everyone.  And with the state’s primary close upon us, The Line also looks at contested 
federal races. 
 
6/28 
Host:                                     
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
New State Agency Opens July 1 
Correspondent: 
Russell Contreras 
Guest: 
Secretary Elizabeth Groginsky, New Mexico Early Childhood Education and Care Dept. 
  
Mayor Webber and Santa Fe’s Controversial Monuments 
Correspondent:  
Gwyneth Doland 
Guest:  
Alan Webber, Santa Fe Mayor 
  
Covering COVID-19: Arizona 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest:   
Andrew Oxford, reporter, The Arizona Republic 
  
Line Panelists:    
Merritt Allen, Vox Optima 
Serge Martinez, professor, UNM School of Law  
Rachel Sams, editor, Albuquerque Business First   
             
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Russell Contreras talks with 
Elizabeth Groginsky, the first secretary of New Mexico’s newly minted Early Childhood 
Education and Care Department, which will launch next week. Groginsky talks about her 
plans for creating a cohesive and aligned pre-natal-to-five early childhood system in New 
Mexico. 
  
Protests against racism and debates over monuments have captivated Santa Fe, where 
vandals defaced a Civil War obelisk referring to Native Americans as “savage” and the 
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city removed a statue of Don Diego de Vargas from Cathedral Park. Gwyneth Doland 
talks with Santa Fe Mayor Alan Webber about his approach to the conflicts. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues her conversations with journalists about their 
coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic as she checks in with Andrew Oxford, formerly 
with the Santa Fe New Mexican and now reporting for The Arizona Republic.  Unlike 
New Mexico, Arizona took a less strict approach to dealing with the pandemic and has 
seen the number of cases rise. Oxford talks about the Arizona state government’s 
approach to the pandemic, the state’s economy and President Trump’s visit this week. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel analyze the outcomes of the special legislative 
session that spanned five days – including a weekend – and debate whether lawmakers 
accomplished all they set out to do. The Line also takes on the ever-present COVID 
pandemic with updates on how it’s affecting New Mexico. 
 
EDUCATION 
NOVA: Decoding COVID-19 
Thursday, 5/21 at 7pm, Friday, 5/22 at 1am, Saturday at 5pm, 5/23 & Sunday at 11am, 
5/24 (60min) 
The coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 has upended life as we know it in a matter of mere 
months. But at the same time, an unprecedented global effort to understand and contain 
the virus-and find a treatment for the disease it causes-is underway. Join the doctors on 
the front lines of the fight against COVID-19 as they strategize to stop the spread, and 
meet the researchers racing to find treatments and vaccines. Along the way, discover how 
this devastating disease emerged, what it does to the human body, and why it exploded 
into a pandemic. 
 
Frontline: Coronavirus Pandemic 
Tuesday 4/21 at 8pm, Friday, 4/22 at 2am, Thursday, 4/30 at 7pm, Friday, 5/1 at 1am, 
Saturday, 5/2 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/3 at 11am (60min) 
A special report on the government response to the coronavirus and the human toll. The 
two-part special investigates the federal response versus Washington State, the outbreak's 
epicenter. 
 
New Mexico Colores! 
Sundays at 10pm beginning 5/24 except 5/31 & 6/7; Mondays at 4am beginning 5/25 
except 6/1 & 6/8 (30min) 
¡COLORES! is a weekly art series with stories devoted to the creative spirit. The series 
features local and national stories about film, visual and performing arts, theater, 
photography, literature, painting, sculpture, poetry and dance. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 430pm except 6/1 (30min)  
Title: ARTHUR – This series is based on Marc Brown’s books.  It shows how Arthur 
and his friends use effective, age-appropriate, problem-solving skills.  Each episode 
consists of two independent stories focusing on themes and events central to children’s 
lives. 
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KRWG Airdate and Time: Sunday at 730am, 4/19 (30min)  
Title: Sesame Street: Elmo’s Playdate – During this challenging time, what if kids 
could connect with their Sesame Street pals for a virtual playdate filled with fun, stories, 
and songs? Coming to you from Elmo's Apartment in the heart of Sesame Street, join 
Elmo, his friends, and his special celebrity guests for thirty minutes of dancing, laughing, 
singing...and even snacks with Cookie Monster! It's a virtual hug to kids and families to 
show we can all get through this together, chase the clouds away, and bring a "sunny 
day" from Sesame Street to you and your family. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: Monday at 4pm, 6/1 (60min)  
Title: Hero Elementary Premiere – If you're a kid with superpowers, you belong at 
Hero Elementary! It's where young heroes in training can learn how to master their less-
than-perfected powers and practice day-saving action. But when their superpowers aren't 
enough for the job, they can always rely on an additional arsenal of powers: The 
Superpowers of Science! These kids may be superhuman, but it's science that makes 
humans truly super. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 9am ended 4/3; M-F at 330pm (30min)  
Title: Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum – Inspired by the best-selling kids book 
series, Ordinary People Change the World, by New York Times bestselling author Brad 
Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, XAVIER RIDDLE AND THE SECRET 
MUSEUM follows the adventures of Xavier, Yadina and Brad as they tackle everyday 
problems by doing something extraordinary: traveling back in time to learn from real-life 
inspirational figures like Marie Curie, Harriet Tubman and Jackie Robinson when they 
were kids. Each adventure will help young viewers make the connection between the 
skills that made these historical figures heroes and those same qualities within 
themselves, helping them discover that they, too, can change the world. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time:  Sundays at 730am except 4/19 (30min) 
Title: Cyberchase: Math rules in the animated adventure series CYBERCHASE. 
CYBERCHASE energizes kids ages eight to eleven with math power. Full of cyber-
mysteries with eye-popping animation and a sly comic flair, the daily series features the 
voices of Christopher Lloyd and Gilbert Gottfried. CYBERCHASE sends the message 
that math is fun - it's about problem solving and, boy, does it come in handy. When the 
dastardly villain Hacker (Lloyd) launches a mad mission to conquer the virtual universe, 
Motherboard calls upon three earth kids for help. They are Jackie, Matt and Inez - the 
culturally diverse heroes of CYBERCHASE - who, along with the wise-cracking cyber-
bird Digit (Gottfried), travel from their real-world realm to the colorful virtual vistas of 
cyberspace, where they vanquish the bad guys in an all-out battle of wits. Each episode 
takes the kids on a thrilling adventure driven by a different math concept - from tackling 
time in ancient Egyptian tombs to cracking codes in creepy caves or making sense of 
numbers in a fractured fairy tale world. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: Sundays at 7am; Monday – Friday at 1230pm (30min)  
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Title: Cat in the Hat Knows All About That! – Coming to television for the first time 
ever in an animated series, The Cat in the Hat whisks preschoolers off on a voyage of 
scientific discovery. "The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That!" features six-year-olds 
Sally & Nick, best friends and next door neighbors, who are transported on magical 
journeys to all corners of the globe where the natural world becomes their playground. 
With the Cat as their guide, his two energetic helpers, the zany duo, Thing One and Thing 
Two and the enigmatic Fish along for the ride, every outing becomes an unpredictable 
adventure. In each episode, Sally and Nick head off with the Cat in his one-of-a-kind 
custom vehicle, the Thinga-ma-jigger, a quintessentially Seussian contraption that 
instantly transforms from plane to boat to submarine with just a flick of the jigger-ma-
whizzer or a honk of the shrinkamadoodle. They go everywhere from the ocean bottom, 
to a rainforest, or to the centre of a beehive. The Cat in the Hat "knows a lot" but he 
doesn't know everything making him the perfect guide for learning and fun. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 7am (30min)                                                                                                                        
 Title: CURIOUS GEORGE - is an animated series based on the popular books by 
Margret and H.A. Rey. It airs daily on PBS KIDS aimed at preschool viewers (age’s three 
to five); the goal of the series is to inspire children to explore science, engineering, and 
math in the world around them. And what better guide is there for this kind of exploration 
than the world's most curious monkey? George lives to find new things to discover, 
touch, spill, and chew. Everything is new to George and worth investigating. Of course, 
in George's hands — all four of them — investigation often leads to unintended 
consequences! Throughout George's adventures, he encounters and models basic 
concepts in each of the three content areas. (To learn more, read about the educational 
philosophy that drives the series.) While remaining true to the look and feel of the 
beloved books, the daily series expands George's world to include a host of colorful new 
characters and locales. Each episode features two animated stories followed by short live-
action segments in which real kids investigate the ideas that George introduces in the 
stories. The series is narrated by Emmy award-winning actor William H. Macy. The 
CURIOUS GEORGE series also aims to show parents and caregivers how to foster the 
development of science and math literacy in children. In addition to programming, the 
series is supported by a substantial educational outreach campaign that develops relevant 
materials and distributes them to librarians, teachers, community centers, and families. 
These materials offer activities designed to support and extend the learning objectives of 
the series.  
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 930am ended 4/3 (30min)  
Title: Let’s Go Luna! - LET'S GO LUNA! is an informative, whimsical and visual 
animated series about a group of three children who learn about differences and 
similarities in their global community with the help of their friend, Luna the Moon. The 
children move around the world with their parents' traveling "Cirque-du-Soleil"-type 
circus and, at each stop, Luna helps them experience the language, music, and all around 
daily life of the local region through character driven hilarious fun adventures. Each child 
-- Leo, Carmen and Andy -- carries a special enthusiasm of food, music and art 
that Luna enriches through stories and visits to fantastic locations. Each day ends 

http://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/parentsteachers/program/ed_phil.html
http://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/parentsteachers/program/ed_phil.html
http://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/parentsteachers/program/video_clips.html
http://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/parentsteachers/program/video_clips.html
http://pbskids.org/curiousgeorge/parentsteachers/program/narrator.html
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with Luna magically appearing back in the sky, while the kids return to their parents' 
circus, their heads swimming with the wonderful experience of global culture. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 1130am ended 4/3 (30min)  
Title: Pinkalicious & Peterrific - Pinkalicious imagines creative possibilities 
everywhere she looks. Aimed at kids 3-5, PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC encourages 
viewers to engage in the creative arts and self-expression, including music, dance, theater 
and visual arts. Get creative with Pinkalicious, Peter and all their friends in Pinkville! 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: Saturdays at 730am ended 5/2 (30min)  
Title: Twice as Good - Twice as Good stars’ adorable twin sisters Delaney and Hadley 
as they show kids and parents that cooking with kids is fun. With creative, and tasty 
dishes, the girls show other children how they can cook in their own home (with adult 
supervision, of course!). Twice as Good also contains colorful pop-ups and recipes on 
screen to help follow along at home. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: Saturdays at 730am beginning 5/9 (30min)  
Title: Kid Stew - Created by best-selling author James Patterson, KID STEW is a fast-
paced, irreverent series that's by kids, about kids and for kids. The show holds young 
viewers' attention with jokes, original music videos and fun sketches by its cast of 
relatable pre-teens - including Armando, Blake, Caroline, David, Luke, Madison, Milena, 
Nicholas, Satine, new cast members Josiah and Samantha, and their mascot dog Ozzie - 
all the while encouraging kids to explore books, science, history, music and creative 
expression. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: Fridays at 1030am ended 4/3; Saturdays at 630am (30min)  
Title: Clifford the Big Red Dog - Based on the popular Scholastic book series by 
Norman Bridwell about the lovable oversized canine with his head in the clouds but four 
paws planted firmly on the ground, Clifford presents a larger-than-life view of the world. 
With his loving human, Emily Elizabeth, and dog pals, Cleo and T-Bone, Clifford 
inhabits a colorful island community, inviting viewers on a fun-filled journey through 
childhood, navigating the dips and curves along the way. CLIFFORD THE BIG RED 
DOG emphasizes good citizenship and the importance of community. Each episode 
concludes with a component of Clifford's Big Ideas - 10 different attributes children learn 
to embrace - which leaves them with something to think about and practice in their lives. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 830am ended 4/3; M-F at 3pm (30min)  
Title: Molly of Denali - This series follows the adventures of Molly, a feisty and 
resourceful Alaska Native girl, as she helps her parents run the Denali Trading Post in 
their Alaskan village. Viewers are introduced to the rich history and modern-day 
experience of family life in the heart of the Alaskan tundra through the eyes of Molly, her 
parents, and her friends. Designed to help kids develop skills around informational text 
such as using a map and following an instruction manual, this is the first nationally 
distributed children's series in the U.S. to feature an Alaska Native lead character. 
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KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 10am ended 4/3; M-TH at 1030am ended 4/2 
(30min) 
Title: DANIEL TIGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD 
Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood is a new, beautifully-textured animated series from PBS 
KIDS for preschoolers aged 2-4, based on the legacy of Fred Rogers. Its cast are the 
children of his original and much-loved Neighborhood of Make-Believe characters. A 
young Daniel Tiger is joined by his friends’ O the Owl, Katerina Kittycat, Prince 
Wednesday and Miss Elaina. Together, through imagination, creativity and music they 
learn the key social skills necessary for school and for life.  

Every Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood episode offers a parenting strategy. The clip below is 
from an episode about first experiences—a visit to the doctor and a ‘look around’ visit to 
school. The parenting strategy being modeled shows that by talking to children in 
advance about what to expect, parents can ease any apprehension they may be feeling. As 
in all Daniel stories, the strategy is offered as a musical ‘jingle’ – in this case “When we 
do something new, let’s talk about what we’ll do!” 

Building on the landmark PBS series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, Daniel Tiger’s 
Neighborhood is a new series for a new generation of children. Launching in fall 2012 
on PBS KIDS, the series tells engaging stories about the life of a preschooler and is 
accompanied by cross-platform games and activities for the very youngest children, 
together with online resources for parents and teachers. Daniel was developed by The 
Fred Rogers Company, and brings together a group of today’s leading creators of 
children’s media and educational technology. The series tells its engaging stories using 
musical strategies grounded in Fred Rogers’ landmark curriculum: its songs give parents 
and children a concrete way to practice important school-readiness skills together. 

KRWG Airdate and Time: Saturday at 6am; M-F at 12pm (30min) 
Title: DINOSAUR TRAIN - "Dinosaur Train" is an animated series for 3-to-6 year 
olds. The series features a curious young T-rex named Buddy who, together with his 
adopted Pteranodon family, takes the Dinosaur Train to meet, explore, and have 
adventures with all kinds of dinosaurs and prehistoric creatures. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: Saturdays at 7am (30min) 
Title: MISTER ROGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD – The soothing voice of Mr. Rogers 
continues to comfort children telling them that there will always be someone to take care 
of them and helping them feel good about themselves.  Ages 2-5. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 730am ended 5/29; Sundays at 6am (30min) 
Title: Nature Cat– NATURE CAT follows Fred, a house cat who dreams of exploring 
the great outdoors. In each episode, once his family leaves for the day, Fred transforms 
into Nature Cat, "backyard explorer extraordinaire." Nature Cat can't wait to get outside 
for a day of backyard nature excursions and bravery, but there's one problem: He's still a 
house cat with no instincts for nature. Like many of today's kids, Nature Cat is eager and 
enthusiastic about outside activities, but is at times intimidated by them. With the help of 
his animal friends, Nature Cat embarks on action-packed adventures that include exciting 
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missions full of nature investigation, "aha" discovery moments and humor, all while 
inspiring children to go outside and "play the show." 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 4pm except 6/1 (30min) 
Title: ODD SQUAD – ODD SQUAD is a PBS KIDS live-action media property 
designed to help kids ages 5-8 learn math. The show focuses on two young agents, Olive 
and Otto, who are part of the Odd Squad, an agency whose mission is to come to the 
rescue whenever something unusual happens. A math concept is embedded in each of 
their cases, as Olive and Otto work together to problem-solve and save the day in each 
episode. ODD SQUAD is created by Tim McKeon (Foster's Home for Imaginary 
Friends, Adventure Time, The Electric Company) and Adam Peltzman (The Electric 
Company, The Backyardigans, Wallykazam!) and produced by Sinking Ship 
Entertainment and The Fred Rogers Company. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time: M-F at 11am ended 4/3 (30min)  
Title: SESAME STREET – SESAME STREET has garnered more than 100 awards, 
including 101 Emmys, two Peabodys, four Parents' Choice Awards and an Action for 
Children's Television Special Achievement Award. The series delivers academic and 
social education that prepares kids for grade school. Since its premiere, the show's base 
curriculum has been set by academic research on preschoolers. Encore episodes focus on 
music and art and how these tools can be used to develop the whole child - the cognitive, 
social, emotional and physical attributes. In addition, "Elmo's World," which looks at the 
world through the eyes of a three-year-old, continues as a featured segment. Themes 
include birthdays, pets, teeth, families, games and more. Ages 2-5. 
 
KRWG Airdate and Time:  M-F at 8am ended 4/3 (30min) 
Title: Wild Kratts - "Wild Kratts" joins the adventures of Chris and Martin Kratt as they 
encounter incredible wild animals, combining science education with fun and adventure 
as the duo travels to animal habitats around the globe. Each adventure explores an age-
appropriate science concept central to an animal's life and showcases a never-before-seen 
wildlife moment, all wrapped up in engaging stories of adventure, mystery, rescue, and 
the Kratt brothers' brand of laugh-out-loud-comedy that kids love. Real-life Chris and 
Martin introduce each "Wild Kratts" episode with a live action segment that imagines 
what it would be like to experience a never-before-seen wildlife moment, and asks, 
"What if...?" The Kratt brothers transition into animation and the adventure begins, 
bringing early-elementary school children into the secret lives of extraordinary creatures, 
many of which have never been animated before -- including Tiger quolls, Draco lizards, 
and Caracals! 
APS Learning at Home (Kinder/1st, ESL, 2nd/3rd, 4th/5th) 
Monday-Friday from 8am-12pm (4hrs) 
These supplemental learning videos feature APS educators in short segments, supporting 
a variety of subjects and grade levels, including English language arts, math, visual and 
performing arts, physical education, and more. These segments will also include a Sign 
interpreter in the lower left portion of the screen, making them accessible to the hearing 
impaired.  Bilingual lessons are also available.  
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NEWSMAKERS 
Thursdays at 7pm except 4/30, 5/7, 5/14, 5/21, 6/4 & 6/25; Fridays at 1am except 5/1, 
5/8, 5/15, 5/22, 6/5 & 6/26; Saturdays at 5pm except 5/2, 5/9, 5/16. 5/23, 6/6 & 6/27; 
Sundays at 11am except 5/3, 5/10, 5/17, 5/24, 6/7 & 6/28 (30min) 
NEWSMAKERS: the region's in-depth source for news from New Mexico and Texas.  
Every week, Newsmakers features the people, issues, and events that shape our 
community.  Shows in September will focus on our region's role in the future of energy; 
the new Las Cruces Convention Center; and how New Mexico State University is 
engaging the scientists of the future by reaching out to area students.    
 
4/2        
James Millward, Georgetown University 
This week, Newsmakers host Fred Martino sits down for an in depth discussion with 
James Millward of Georgetown University on China and the current state of affairs. 
 
4/9 
Minerva Baumann 
This week on Newsmakers, Fred Martino interviews Minerva Baumann, author of the 
book “Ordinary Angels: Stories of Daily Life in El Paso del Norte. 
 
5/28  
The Best of Living Here – Historic Places 
This week on Newsmakers: The Best of Living Here, featuring a look at some historic 
places to visit in southern New Mexico. We visit Lake Valley just south of Hillsboro, and 
the historic Rio Grande Theatre in downtown Las Cruces. We traveled to Truth or 
Consequences to explore a forty-year old historical collection of Sierra County and in 
Silver City we visit a Victorian style home turned into the city's museum and finally we 
admire a remarkable collection of automobiles in an airplane hangar in Santa Teresa. 
 
6/11 
Dr. Bobbie Green – President Doña Ana County NAACP 
This week, Newsmakers features Dr. Bobbie Green, President of the Doña Ana County 
NAACP. 
 
6/18  
Dr. Chris Erickson – COVID-10 Short and Long-Term Effects on NM Economy 
This week, Newsmakers features Dr. Chris Erickson, Professor at New Mexico State 
University to discuss COVID-19 and the short and long-term effects on the New Mexico 
economy. 
 
Election 2020 – New Mexico GOP Primary: U.S. House District 2 #101 
Thursday, 5/14 at 7pm, Friday, 5/15 at 1am, Saturday, 5/16 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/17 at 11am 
Election 2020: New Mexico GOP Primary U.S. House District 2 Forum with moderator 
Fred Martino. The show features three candidates running for the Republican nomination 
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in New Mexico's 2nd Congressional District: Claire Chase, Yvette Herrell, and Chris 
Mathys. 
 
Issues & Answers: Reporting on Trauma #123 
Thursday, 4/16 at 7pm, Friday, 4/17 at 1am, Saturday, 4/18 at 5pm & Sunday, 4/19 at 11am 
This hour-long program features reporters who covered the mass shooting in El Paso. It 
examines the complexities of covering trauma and highlights training available to assist 
journalists and the communities they serve. Guests include Bruce Berman of the 
Journalism Dept. at New Mexico State University, Lauren Villagran of the El Paso 
Times, Adriana Candelaria Reporter/Anchor at KDBC/KFOX and Julio-César Chávez 
Reporter at KVIA. 
   
Issues & Answers: Youth Civic Engagement #124 
Thursday, 4/23 at 7pm, Friday, 4/24 at 1am, Saturday, 4/25 at 5pm & Sunday, 4/26 at 11am 
This hour-long program features a discussion about efforts to increase civic engagement 
among young people in the region. Field reports include: A Las Cruces Mayoral Forum 
hosted by high school students and a voter registration drive organized by students at 
New Mexico State University. 
 
Issues & Answers: Dreams on Trial #125 
Thursday, 5/7 at 7pm, Friday, 5/8 at 1am, Saturday, 5/9 at 5pm & Sunday, 5/10 at 11am 
This hour-long program features a discussion about the personal stories of students and 
professionals in DACA. We hope to gain a greater perspective on how the program has made a 
difference in their lives and what’s at stake. Panel guests are all DACA recipients and they 
include NMSU students Uriel Rosales, Silvia Aguirre-Jaquez along with Samuel Bejarano an 
accountant. 
 
Issues & Answers: Police Reform #127 
Thursday, 6/25 at 7pm, Friday, 6/26 at 1am, Saturday, 6/27 at 5pm & Sunday, 6/28 at 11am 
Doña Ana County Sheriff Kim Stewart and New Mexico State University Police Chief 
Stephen Lopez talk about the movement for police reform.  This series is a partnership 
between KRWG Public Media, NAACP of Doña Ana County, and the League of Women 
Voters of Southern New Mexico. 
 
FRONTERAS: A CHANGING AMERICA 
Thursdays at 730pm except except 4/30, 5/7, 5/14, 5/21, 6/4 & 6/25; Fridays at 130am 
except 5/1, 5/8, 5/15, 5/22, 6/5 & 6/26; Saturdays at 530pm except 5/2, 5/9, 5/16. 5/23, 
6/6 & 6/27; Sundays at 1130am except 5/3, 5/10, 5/17, 5/24, 6/7 & 6/28 (30min) 
KRWG-TV's weekly program profiles the people and examines the issues in the region's 
Hispanic communities. 
 
4/2          
Elaine Hampton – Author, “Copper Stain: ASARCO’s Legacy in El Paso” 
Fronteras host, Anthony Moreno has a discussion about a new book from co-author 
Elaine Hampton titled, "Copper Stain: ASARCO's Legacy in El Paso." This book shares 
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the stories of workers at the smelter plant that produced large quantities of copper for 
over a century in El Paso, Texas. 
 
4/9          
“When A Woman Rises” - Dr. Christine Eber 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno has a discussion with author Dr. Christine Eber about her 
latest novel, "When a Women Rises." 
 
5/28        
Education & Community – Lori Martinez & Erica Surova 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses early childhood education and community 
partnership in Doña Ana County that is working to provide education programs from 
prenatal to career education. 
 
6/11        
The COVID-19 Pandemic and Lack of Relief for Immigrants –James Jimenez 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses the COVID-19 pandemic with Executive 
Director of New Mexico Voices for Children, James Jimenez. Discussion topics include 
how the pandemic has impacted all of our lives and concern about how state and federal 
programs have left out relief for immigrants. 
 
6/18             
COVID-19 and its impact on trade in New Mexico 
Fronteras host Anthony Moreno discusses trade in New Mexico with Jerry Pacheco, 
President of the Border Industrial Association. Discussion topics include how the 
COVID-19 pandemic is impacting trade in New Mexico and the borderland area. 
 
NEW MEXICO IN FOCUS 
Sundays at Noon; except 5/31 & 6/7 (60min)  
  
4/5 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 

COVID-19 – NM Human Services Dept. 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guest: Sec. David Scrase, MD, New Mexico Human Services Department 

  
Domestic Violence During COVID-19 Isolation 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Pam Wiseman, director, New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence  
Guest: Gwyn Kaitis, policy coordinator, New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence  
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EPA Rolls Back Regulations 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Sec. James Kenney, New Mexico Environment Department 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
            Giovanna Rossi, president, Collective Action Strategies 
            Laura Sanchez, attorney 
            Kristelle Siarza, Siarza Social Digital  
                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, senior producer Matt Grubs speaks with Dr. David 
Scrase, who is part of the team coordinating New Mexico’s response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. A geriatrician who now leads the Human Services Department, Scrase talks 
about the state’s testing capacity, how it impacts the spread of the novel coronavirus, and 
how the health care system is preparing for a spike in cases. 
  
Correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with the New Mexico Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence about how victims can deal with and escape abuse as New Mexico enters into 
more weeks of stay-at-home orders. 
  
As the nation’s economy reels from the COVID-19 crisis, the Environmental Protection 
Agency has rolled back regulations, allowing for greater pollution. The surprise 
announcement came last week. Correspondent Laura Paskus talks about the changes with 
Sec. James Kenney of the New Mexico Environment Department. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss local government’s actions, including 
closing public schools through the end of this term, to slow the spread of the current virus 
pandemic.  They also talk about the effects of COVID-19 prevention on businesses 
statewide. 
 
4/12 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 

Managing COVID-19 Among Those Experiencing Homelessness 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Dennis Plummer, CEO, Albuquerque Heading Home  
Guest: Jenny Metzler, executive director, Albuquerque Health Care for the 

Homeless  
Guest: Lisa Huval, deputy director of housing and homelessness for City of 

Albuquerque 
  

Our Land: New Mexico’s Upcoming Fire Season 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 

            Guest: Terrance Gallegos, deputy fire staff officer, Santa Fe National Forest 
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Practicing Faith During a Pandemic 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick 
Guest: Sarah Leiter, community outreach coordinator, UNM’s Hillel House 
Guest: Victoria Trujillo, Roman Catholic Church member and frequent pilgrim to  

El Santuario de Chimayo 
  
Navajo Nation Outbreak 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Noel Smith, Navajo Nation reporter, Farmington Daily Times 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Dede Feldman, former state senator  
Dan Foley, former state representative 
Inez Russell Gomez, editorial page editor, Santa Fe New Mexican  

                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with officials 
from the City of Albuquerque and nonprofits helping those without housing. They 
discuss efforts to help curtail COVID-19 spread among people experiencing 
homelessness and how the response to this pandemic may shape public health and 
housing in the future.  
  
“Our Land” correspondent Laura Paskus sits down with Santa Fe National Forest fire 
fighter Terrance Gallegos, who went to Australia to help combat the country’s recent 
unprecedented bushfires, which burned more than 72,000 square miles and destroyed 
some 6,000 buildings. Based on that experience, he looks ahead to New Mexico’s fire 
season.  
  
Correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with members of the Catholic and Jewish 
communities about how they are trying to adapt faith traditions during a pandemic. Both 
the Christian and Jewish faiths will adjust major celebrations for Holy Week, which leads 
up to Easter, and Passover, a commemoration of the story of Exodus. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus begins a series of interviews with journalists around the 
state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Noel Smith reports on the Navajo 
Nation for the Farmington Daily Times. She’s also a tribal member and has seen her 
home devastated by a COVID-19 outbreak.  
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham’s new 
actions to deal with COVID-19, including tighter restrictions on businesses, extending 
those restrictions through April, and ordering the early release of low-risk prison inmates. 
The Line also looks at the effects of the pandemic on faith communities. 
 
4/19 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
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In Focus Interviews: 
  

COVID-19 in Southern New Mexico 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus  
Guest: Algernon D’Ammassa, Reporter, Las Cruces Sun-News 
  
Native Response to COVID-19 
Correspondent: Antonia Gonzales 
Guest: Michael Chavarria (Santa Clara), Chairman, All Pueblo Council of 

Governors 
Guest: Carleton R. Bowekaty, Lt. Governor, Pueblo of Zuni 
Guest: Lynn Trujillo (Sandia), Secretary, New Mexico Indian Affairs Department 

  
Opening More Public Land to Hunters 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest: Jesse Deubel, Executive Director, New Mexico Wildlife Federation 
Guest: John Horning, Executive Director, WildEarth Guardians  

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
            Julie Ann Grimm, Editor, Santa Fe Reporter  
            Serge Martinez, Professor, UNM School of Law  
                                    
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues with her 
series of interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Algernon D’Ammassa, a reporter with the Las Cruces Sun-News who lives 
in Deming, has been covering the pandemic crisis in Southern New Mexico. 
  
Correspondent Antonia Gonzales talks with New Mexico’s Indian Affairs secretary and 
two tribal leaders about COVID-19 and Native communities. Tribes are working to slow 
the disease’s spread as state, national and congressional leaders are raising concerns 
about the devastating impact COVID-19 can have on tribes across the country. 
 
 
Correspondent Laura Paskus reports on the Trump administration’s plans to open more 
than 2.3 million acres of wildlife refuges to hunting and fishing. That would include New 
Mexico’s Bosque del Apache and Bitter Lake National Wildlife refuges. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss partisan reactions to Gov. Lujan 
Grisham’s public health restrictions. The Line also looks at the spread of COVID-19 in 
jails and prisons, and debates the call for early release of some non-violent prisoners. 
 
4/26 
Host:      

Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
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Rural Hospitals and Telehealth 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guest: Dr. Sanjeev Arora, founder, Project Echo at UNM 
            Dr. Leslie Hayes, family practitioner, El Centro Health in Española 
  
Sen. Tom Udall on U.S. Economy and Healthcare 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guest: U.S. Senator Tom Udall 

  
COVID-19 in Northern New Mexico 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus  
Guest: Staci Matlock, managing editor, Taos News 

  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Tom Garrity, The Garrity Group PR 
Sophie Martin, attorney  
H. Diane Snyder, former state senator 

  
                                     
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with Drs. 
Sanjeev Arora and Leslie Hayes about telehealth and how rural medical centers and 
hospitals are handling cases of the novel coronavirus. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs talks to U.S. Sen. Tom Udall about the COVID-19 pandemic 
as the Senate passes its latest attempt to provide a safety net for the U.S. economy and 
healthcare system.  
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with the third in her series of interviews with 
journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Staci Matlock, 
managing editor of the Taos News, discusses the progress and results of the outbreak in 
Northern New Mexico. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss how rural hospitals are struggling to keep 
their doors open while they brace for a surge in COVID-19 patients, and what’s ahead for 
health care in less populated parts New Mexico. The Line also looks whether the state has 
enough resources to expand novel coronavirus testing for every citizen, and what it might 
need to reopen the economy. 
 
5/3 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
Searching for a Vaccine 
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Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guests: 
Steven Bradfute, Ph.D., assistant prof, UNM Center for Global Health and Internal 
Medicine  
Bryce Chackerian, Ph.D., professor and vice chair, UNM Dept. of Molecular Genetics 
and Microbiology 
David Peabody, Ph.D., UNM Dept. of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology  

  
How COVID-19 Changed the Game for Hospitals 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guests:  
Derrick Cuenca, CEO, Mountain View Regional Medical Center 
Kaye Green, CEO, Roosevelt General Hospital 
  
COVID-19 in Southeastern New Mexico 
Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guest:  
Adrian Hedden, reporter, Carlsbad Current-Argus 
  
The Line Opinion Panel: 

Merritt Allen, Vox Optima 
Andy Lyman, reporter, New Mexico Political Report 

            Laura E. Sanchez, attorney 
  

This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Megan Kamerick talks with 
researchers at the University of New Mexico who are among hundreds of scientists 
around the world working to develop a vaccine for the novel coronavirus that has led to 
the death of more than 57,000 in the United States alone.  
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs talks to executives from hospitals in Las Cruces and 
Portales. Both Mountain View Regional Medical Center and Roosevelt General Hospital 
are still waiting for a surge of COVID-19 cases, while acknowledging that stay-at-home 
orders have flattened disease curves. But the coronavirus has changed how both facilities 
prepare for pandemics going forward.  
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with the fourth in her series of interviews with 
journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Adrian 
Hedden, a journalist with the Carlsbad Current-Argus, discusses the consequences of the 
outbreak in the Carlsbad area. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss COVID-19 updates, including Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham’s plan to extend restrictions through May 15. Although her 
approval rating in a recent poll is at 62%, not everyone views her policies favorably. This 
includes Mayor Martin Hicks of Grants, who has encouraged others to follow him in 
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defying the governor’s shut-down orders. The Line also looks at school, city, and state 
budgets that are in trouble as a result of the pandemic. 
 
5/10 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
Testing New Mexicans for COVID-19 
Correspondent:   
            Matt Grubs 
Guests:   

Cabinet Secretary Kathyleen Kunkel, New Mexico Department of Health 
  

COVID-19 on the Navajo Nation 
Correspondent:  

Laura Paskus  
Guest:  

Arlyssa Becenti, reporter, Navajo Times - Diné bi Naltsoos 
  

NM Supreme Court Rules on Inmate, Staff Testing at State Prisons 
Correspondent:  

Laura Paskus 
Guest:  

Jeff Proctor, reporter, New Mexico in Depth and contributing editor, Santa Fe 
Reporter 

  
Tribal Cultural Response to COVID-19 
Correspondent:  

Antonia Gonzales 
Guests:  

Tiana Cachini, Miss Zuni 
Teran Villa, Jemez Pueblo COVID-19 Response Team  
Isiah Yazzie, comedian 
  

Primary Voting in New Mexico 
Correspondent:  
Matt Grubs 
Guest:  
Secretary Maggie Toulouse Oliver, New Mexico Secretary of State 

  
Our Land: Rio Grande Spring Flow and Climate Change 
Correspondent: 

Laura Paskus 
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The Line Opinion Panel: (no Line panel this week) 
  

This week on New Mexico in Focus, senior producer Matt Grubs takes a close look at the 
state’s COVID-19 testing capability with Sec. Kathyleen Kunkel of the NM Department 
of Health. New Mexico is able to test more than 5,000 people a day, but routinely falls 
thousands of tests short of that mark. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues with her series of interviews with journalists 
around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their communities. Arlyssa Becenti is a 
reporter with the Navajo Times, which is based in Window Rock, Arizona, and covers the 
entire 27,000-square mile Navajo Nation. 
  
Paskus also checks in with Jeff Proctor, criminal justice reporter for New Mexico in 
Depth and contributing editor for the Santa Fe Reporter. He’s been tracking how some 
6,600 inmates in New Mexico are affected by the pandemic, and what the state is doing 
to protect prisoners and correctional employees from the deadly virus.  
  
Correspondent Antonia Gonzales looks into tribal cultural responses to the current 
pandemic. Native Americans across the country are finding ways to share their culture, 
language and traditions with one another as COVID-19 put a halt to tribal gatherings. 
Virtual pow-wows, beading classes, pottery making, language and story-sharing are 
among the many things to move online. A number of Facebook groups, town halls, and 
Zoom meetings are connecting tribal communities offering encouragement and positivity 
during these trying times. Gonzales talks with some guests about the resilience of Native 
people. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs tackles the issue of voting during the pandemic with 
Secretary of State Maggie Toulouse Oliver. This week, county clerks began sending out 
applications for mail-in absentee ballots as they prepare for the June 2 primary. The New 
Mexico Supreme Court ruled last month that ballots had to be requested by voters in the 
upcoming election, rather than allowing clerks to skip a step and just send the ballots. 
Sec. Toulouse Oliver talks about her concern for public health and in-person voting.   
  
On this month’s episode of Our Land, we look back to 2018, when the Rio Grande dried 
in April after a warm, dry winter. At the time, correspondent Laura Paskus spoke with 
scientists whose research showed how climate change is already affecting the amount of 
streamflow in the Rio Grande that comes from snowmelt, especially in the spring. The 
river’s flow in 2020 is bearing out that grim prediction just two years later. 
 
5/17 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
COVID-19 in Grants, NM 
Correspondent:  
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Laura Paskus  
Guest:  
Diego Lopez, reporter, Cibola Citizen 
  
COVID-19 Survival and Recovery on the Navajo Nation 
Correspondent: 
Antonia Gonzales 
Guests: 
Lewis Joe, Navajo citizen, COVID-19 survivor 
Sunnie Clahchischiligi, Navajo journalist and UNM doctoral student  
 
 
Hospitals in Northwest New Mexico Respond to the Outbreak 
Correspondent: Matt Grubs 
Guests:  
Maria Atencio, RN, Nursing Officer, Cibola General Hospital  
Jeff Buorgeois, CEO, San Juan Regional Medical Center  
  
Ramadan and COVID-19 
Correspondent: Megan Kamerick  
Guests:  
Rahim Alhaj, composer and master oud player  
Samia Assed, human rights activist and organizer  
Khadijah VanBrakle, children’s author   
  
The Line Opinion Panel: 
Tom Garrity, The Garrity Group PR  
Sophie Martin, attorney  
Edmund E. Perea, attorney and public safety analyst 
  
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues her series of 
interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
communities. Diego Lopez is a reporter with the Cibola Citizen in Grants. City leaders 
are clashing in the western New Mexico town as the mayor has demanded businesses be 
allowed to reopen, despite the governor’s public health order. 
  
Navajo Nation leaders and health officials are working around the clock fighting COVID-
19 while providing relief to tribal citizens with food, water, firewood and other supplies. 
There have been more than 100 deaths in the outbreak, but many people have recovered 
or are in the recovery process.  Correspondent Antonia Gonzales talks with a Navajo 
citizen who shares his COVID-19 recovery story and a Navajo journalist whose recent 
piece in the New York Times highlighted some reasons why the virus is spreading so 
rapidly across Navajo land.  
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs looks at COVID-19’s impact on the Northwest part of the 
state. The Gallup lockdown has kept Grants’ Cibola General Hospital busy. In 
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Farmington, San Juan Regional Medical Center has seen an uptick in cases just this week. 
San Juan’s CEO and a chief nursing officer at Cibola General discuss the impact on both 
hospital operations and the doctors and nurses who are treating those infected by the 
novel coronavirus. 
  
Ramadan, a month of fasting, prayer, reflection and community in the Islamic faith, 
began April 23 with Muslims worldwide knowing this would be an observance unlike 
any they’d experienced. Correspondent Megan Kamerick speaks with three Muslims in 
Albuquerque to learn how they are adapting to this new reality and observing principles 
of service and community while staying apart. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss COVID-19 updates, including Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham’s newest decisions. The Line also looks at current and long-term 
effects of COVID-19 on the New Mexico tourism industry.  
 
5/24 
Host:      
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
  
COVID-19 in El Paso  
Correspondent:  
Laura Paskus  
Guests:  
Bob Moore, president and CEO, ElPasoMatters.org 
Lauren Villagran, reporter, El Paso Times 
  
COVID-19 Testing at TriCore Reference Labs 
Correspondent: 
Matt Grubs 
Guest: 
Dr. David Grenache, chief scientific officer, TriCore Reference Laboratories  
 
Civil Rights Pioneer George I. Sánchez  
Correspondent: Russell Contreras  
Guest:  Cynthia Kennedy, granddaughter of educator and civil rights pioneer George I. 
Sanchez  
  
Line Panelists:    
Dede Feldman, former state senator  
Dan Foley, former state representative  
Cathryn McGill, NM Black Leadership Council 
  
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Laura Paskus continues her series of 
interviews with journalists around the state as they cover COVID-19 in their 
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communities. Although it’s in Texas, El Paso’s proximity to our state and the border with 
Mexico makes it an important part of the pandemic’s equation. Paskus talks with two 
veteran border journalists, Bob Moore of El Paso Matters and Lauren Villagran, 
immigration reporter with the El Paso Times. 
  
Senior producer Matt Grubs looks at testing for the novel coronavirus – both for those 
infected and for those who may have had the virus with only mild or no 
symptoms.  Grubs talks with Dr. David Grenache, who is the chief scientific officer of 
TriCore Reference Laboratories, the largest independent laboratory in the state. 
  
In an interview recorded earlier this year, correspondent Russell Contreras sat down with 
Cynthia Kennedy for a deeply personal tribute to her grandfather: author, educator and 
civil rights leader George I. Sanchez. His book “Forgotten People: A Study of New 
Mexicans,” first published in 1940, looked at the status of education among Mexican 
Americans and Native Americans. It was a pioneering work, as it was the first book of its 
kind written by someone who was himself a person of color. His granddaughter, herself 
an educator, speaks of her determination not to let his legacy be forgotten.   
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel discuss the state’s reaction to the governor’s 
COVID-19 updates, which included opening more retail businesses but not opening 
restaurants to dine-in service. The new public health order also requires, with few 
exceptions, wearing face masks in public – a mandate that is not sitting well with 
everyone.  And with the state’s primary close upon us, The Line also looks at contested 
federal races. 
 
6/28 
Host:                                     
Gene Grant     
    
In Focus Interviews: 
New State Agency Opens July 1 
Correspondent: 
Russell Contreras 
Guest: 
Secretary Elizabeth Groginsky, New Mexico Early Childhood Education and Care Dept. 
  
Mayor Webber and Santa Fe’s Controversial Monuments 
Correspondent:  
Gwyneth Doland 
Guest:  
Alan Webber, Santa Fe Mayor 
  
Covering COVID-19: Arizona 
Correspondent: Laura Paskus 
Guest:   
Andrew Oxford, reporter, The Arizona Republic 
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Line Panelists:    
Merritt Allen, Vox Optima 
Serge Martinez, professor, UNM School of Law  
Rachel Sams, editor, Albuquerque Business First   
             
This week on New Mexico in Focus, correspondent Russell Contreras talks with 
Elizabeth Groginsky, the first secretary of New Mexico’s newly minted Early Childhood 
Education and Care Department, which will launch next week. Groginsky talks about her 
plans for creating a cohesive and aligned pre-natal-to-five early childhood system in New 
Mexico. 
  
Protests against racism and debates over monuments have captivated Santa Fe, where 
vandals defaced a Civil War obelisk referring to Native Americans as “savage” and the 
city removed a statue of Don Diego de Vargas from Cathedral Park. Gwyneth Doland 
talks with Santa Fe Mayor Alan Webber about his approach to the conflicts. 
  
Correspondent Laura Paskus continues her conversations with journalists about their 
coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic as she checks in with Andrew Oxford, formerly 
with the Santa Fe New Mexican and now reporting for The Arizona Republic.  Unlike 
New Mexico, Arizona took a less strict approach to dealing with the pandemic and has 
seen the number of cases rise. Oxford talks about the Arizona state government’s 
approach to the pandemic, the state’s economy and President Trump’s visit this week. 
  
Gene Grant and The Line opinion panel analyze the outcomes of the special legislative 
session that spanned five days – including a weekend – and debate whether lawmakers 
accomplished all they set out to do. The Line also takes on the ever-present COVID 
pandemic with updates on how it’s affecting New Mexico. 
 
WATER / ENVIRONMENT 
New Mexico Colores! 
Sundays at 10pm beginning 5/24 except 5/31 & 6/7; Mondays at 4am beginning 5/25 
except 6/1 & 6/8 (30min) 
¡COLORES! is a weekly art series with stories devoted to the creative spirit. The series 
features local and national stories about film, visual and performing arts, theater, 
photography, literature, painting, sculpture, poetry and dance. 
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Through meetings with local community leaders, review of area newspapers and 
other publications, and production of daily newscasts (Monday-Friday), the staff 
of KRWG-FM/KRXG-FM has determined that the following issues are of primary 
importance to the citizens within our coverage area: 
 

1. Arts, Entertainment, and Culture – The mix of Hispanic/Native American/ and 
Anglo cultures provide many positive attributes to life in southern New 
Mexico.  However, this same mix results in an on-going undercurrent of conflict 
among the cultures. Cultural and historical understanding is of on-going 
importance in this area.  The area includes a diverse mix of arts and 
entertainment, including local musicians and performance venues and efforts to 
build a film industry. 
  
2. Business, Economic Development, Environment - With an above-average 
unemployment rate and a below-average income level, the status of the 
business/agricultural community in southern New Mexico is an important 
issue.  Concern over the constant issue of defense spending at the federal level 
is ongoing in this area due to the presence of several military and NASA 
installations.  Dona Ana County is also actively seeking new businesses and a 
strong infrastructure exists near the Santa Teresa Border Crossing, which is also 
a source of news and related issues. Environmental concerns are often at odds 
with economic development pressures. 
  
3. Local Public Affairs and Education– Southern New Mexico has very intensive 
governance and political issues that are of constant interest to the citizens of the 
involved communities, which include a variety of elected and appointed officials. 
The area is also making efforts to improve education and has a variety of elected 
school boards. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Stories placed in these three main categories are broadcast on local newscasts each 
weekday (Monday-Friday) at 645, 745, 845, 1644, 1744, and 1844. 
 
Story descriptions and broadcast time(s) are listed on the upcoming pages by topic area. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

1. Arts, Entertainment, and Culture – The mix of Hispanic/Native American/ and 
Anglo cultures provide many positive attributes to life in southern New 
Mexico.  However, this same mix results in an on-going undercurrent of conflict 
among the cultures. Cultural and historical understanding is of on-going 
importance in this area.  The area includes a diverse mix of arts and 
entertainment, including local musicians and performance venues and efforts to 
build a film industry.              
 
         

Date Time(s) 
Aired 

Title   Description Duration 

4/3/20 8:45 Weekend 
Pulse 

What trails are still open during the COVID-19 
public health crisis? 

5:22 

4/10/20 8:45 Weekend 
Pulse 

Playing games online during pandemic. 4:41 

4/17/20 8:45 Weekend 
Pulse 

Online music. 4:33 

4/24/20 8:45 Weekend 
Pulse 

Best tacos in Las Cruces. 5:17 

5/1/20 8:45 Weekend 
Pulse 

Outdoor activities for families. 4:41 

6/12/20 8:45 Desert 
Exposure 

Elva Osterreich previewed this month’s issue 
which includes a large section on literature. 
As reopening continues around the state, the 
publication has brought back its art and food 
section. 

4:15 

6/12/20 6:45, 
1844 

KRWG News Emily Guerra spoke with David Senk, co-
producer of Make Music Las Cruces, a virtual 
musical experience. 

5:00 

6/16/20 8:45 Alamogordo 
NOW 

Anthony Moreno talked with Jessica Onsurez, 
New Director for Alamogordo Daily News 
about the reopening of Ruidoso Downs 
Racetrack, and 4th of July celebration plans. 

3:00 



          
 
     
2. Business, Economic Development and Environment - With an above-average 
unemployment rate and a below-average income level, the status of the 
business/agricultural community in southern New Mexico is an important 
issue.  Concern over the constant issue of defense spending at the federal level 
is ongoing in this area due to the presence of several military and NASA 
installations.  Dona Ana County is also actively seeking new businesses and a 
strong infrastructure exists near the Santa Teresa Border Crossing, which is also 
a source of news and related issues. Environmental concerns are often at odds 
with economic development pressures. 
 

Date Time(s) 
Aired 

Title   Description Duration 

4/2/20 6:45 New Mexico 
Workforce 
Solutions 

Bill McCamley, Cabinet Secretary 
shares info on unemployment 
benefits. 

4:15 

4/6/20 8:45 Monday 
Businesswatch 

Large increase in unemployment 5:16 

4/20/20 8:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

Restaurants and small businesses 
concerned how public health 
emergency order is hurting business. 

4:44 

4/22/20 6:45, 
18:44 

IndiEats Silver City Paper delivers food now to 
help business. 

2:59 

4/23/20 6:45, 
18:44 

NM Senator 
Ron Griggs 

Republican state senator shares info 
on what lawmakers can do to boost 
revenue for communities. 

4:52 

4/27/20 8:45,  Monday 
Business Watch 

Local unemployment numbers, Beck’s 
coffee now delivering, and Village of 
Corona during pandemic. 

5:34 

5/4/20 8:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

NM Governor eases some restrictions 
in place to fight COVID-19 pandemic. 

3:53 

5/11/20 8:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

How New Mexico breweries are 
adapting to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

4:45 

5/18/20 8:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

Public health order and business. 4:47 



5/25/20 745/1644 Drought 
Adaptation 

Profile of Drought Adaptation 
Industries, an Alamogordo business 
that helps people save water 

4:35 

6/1/20 6:45/18:44 Kimberly 
Skaggs 

GOP State Senate Candidate for 
District 36 shares why running. 

4:22 

6/1/20 8:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

State’s new public health order and 
rebuilding America series. 

5:03 

6/8/20 8:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

Gyms, salons, tattoo shops open in 
Las Cruces. 

4:19 

6/12/20 1300 Voice of the 
Public 

Economist Dr. Jim Peach talked about 
the economic impact of coronavirus 
on a world, national, state and local 
level.   

60:00 

6/15/20 0845 Monday 
Business Watch 

Breweries open to 50% capacity, 
update on PPP and jobless claims 
down. Reporter Damien Willis from 
the Las Cruces Sun News with 
Anthony Moreno 

4:46 

6/16/20 0745 KRWG News Anthony Moreno speaks with Jerry 
Pacheco, President of the Border 
Industrial Association about how the 
recession is impacting border trade. 

5:00 

6/22/20 08:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

Small biz loans, face coverings 
donated to small biz, and Spaceport 
America Cup to return next year. 

4:21 

6/24/2020 6:45, 
18:44 

KRWG News Anthony Moreno talked with Jon 
Goldstein, Director of Regulatory and 
Legislative Affairs with the 
Environmental Defense Fund about 
the prospect of employing oil and gas 
workers with federal money to plug 
abandoned wells around the state 

5:00 

6/24/20 8:45 Silver City 
Report 

Anthony Moreno talked with Geoffrey 
Plant of the Silver City Daily News and 
Independent about the 3 fires 
currently causing concern in the area; 
Plant gives an update on the decision 
by the ISC to deny funding for the 
next stage of the Gila River diversion 
project. 

4:00 



6/29/20 8:45 Monday 
Business Watch 

Anthony Moreno gets this week’s 
update from Damien Willis, Las 
Cruces Sun News Reporter, who 
discusses the governor’s decision to 
hold off on the next phase of 
reopening and how local restaurants 
are getting creative with patio space 
to meet allowable seating capacity.  

5:00 

     

 
               
 

3. Government, Community Affairs and Education– Southern New Mexico has 
very intensive governance and political issues that are of constant interest to the 
citizens of the involved communities, which include a variety of elected and 
appointed officials. The area is also making efforts to improve education and has 
a variety of elected school boards. 
 

Date Time(s) 
Aired 

Title   Description Duration 

4/1/20 6:45 Gov. Michell Lujan 
Grisham 

New Mexico Gov. provides an 
update on COVID-19 cases in the 
state and efforts to prevent spread of 
coronavirus. 

3:04 

4/1/20 6:45 Health Sec. Kathy 
Kunkel 

Secretary provides info on testing in 
the State. 

:36 

4/1/20 6:45 Sec. David Scrase Dr. Scrase provides updates on 
what the Health and Human 
Services Department is doing and 
why social distancing is important. 

:13 



4/1/20 7:45,  Gov. Lujan Grisham Governor gives an update on testing 
and medical equipment in the state. 

:39 

4/1/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Memorial Medical 
Center 

Infection preventionist gives an 
update to Las Cruces City Council. 

1:30 

4/1/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Peter Goodman How leaders discuss the COVID-19 
crisis. 

3:20 

4/1/20 8:45 Silver City Report How the community is preparing to 
fight the spread of COVID-19. 

5:40 

4/2/20 7:45 Las Cruces City 
Council 

Special meeting planned to discuss 
funding for the public health 
emergency. 

1:05 

4/2/20 7:45 Walt Rubel Commentator shares thoughts 
against postponing elections.  

3:45 

4/2/20 8:45 Desert Exposure Preview of this month’s issue. 5:20 

4/3/20 6:45 An update on 
medical supplies 

Memorial Medical center updates 
Las Cruces officials on supplies. 

4:30 

4/3/20 7:45,16:44 El Paso restrictions City is among some Texas cities 
increasing restrictions due to 
COVID-19. 

1:00 

4/3/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

Commentator shares thoughts on 
possible opportunities in this health 
crisis. 

3:20 

4/6/20 7:45; 
16:44 

COVID-19 Update Updates on New Mexico and Las 
Cruces government action to 
address COVID-19 crisis 

4:29 

4/9/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Walt Rubel Commentator on religious 
gatherings during pandemic. 

3:36 

4/9/20 6:45, 
18:44 

Perspective on 
London 

Former KRWG journalist Simon 
Thompson shares how COVID-19 
has changed London. 

5:01 

4/10/20 6:45, 
18:44 

Armando Meeza Chief of infectious diseases at Texas 
Tech Paul Foster School of Medicine 
shares info on COVID-19. 

5:00 

4/10/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

Commentator on religious traditions 
during COVID-19 Pandemic. 

3:13 

4/13/20 845 NM hospital 
preparedness 

NM hospital preparedness during 
pandemic 

1:40 



4/13/20 845 NM workforce 
solutions 

preparedness 

NM workforce solutions 
preparedness during pandemic 

3:45 

4/13/20 745;1644 Senator Martin 
Heinrich 

Heinrich comments on pandemic aid 4:40 

4/13/20 645;1844 LC city council LC city council comments on 
pandemic aid and emergency 
declaration 

5:30 

4/14/20 6:45;18:44 GOP calls for NM 
Gov to reopen 
businesses. 

The Republican state party of New 
Mexico wants the Governor to 
reopen non-essential businesses.  

2:16 

4/14/20 6:45;18:44 Las Cruces City looks to improve business in an 
area of town. 

2:38 

4/14/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Sen. Tom Udall Hope federal money designated to 
boost economy will help. 

5:27 

4/14/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW COVID-19, Census update. 3:42 

4/14/20 8:45 Science Digest Robotic Ants discussed. 1:28 

4/15/20 7:45; 
16:44 

Peter Goodman Commentator shares views on 
recent group photo mocking social 
distancing. 

3:20 

4/15/20 8:45 Silver City Report Congressional delegation frustrated 
with delay on communities getting 
stimulus funding.  

3:20 

4/16/20 6:45, 7:45 Gov Lujan Grisham Governor announced latest efforts to 
slow spread of COVID-19.  

1:37 

4/16/20 6:45 Dr. Sarah Watkins El Paso ER doctor and toxicologist 
shares info on COVID-19. 

2:31 

4/16/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Walt Rubel COVID-19 is raising serious 
concerns on divisions of power with 
states and the feds. Commentator 
shares thoughts. 

3:15 

4/16/20 8:45,  Bulletin on the 
Radio 

Resilience in the community, valley 
drive construction, new mural 
project.  

4:48 

4/17/20 6:45, 
18:44 

NM Schools State dep. Secretary Gwen 
Warniment says districts have 
submitted plans for learning. 

3:35 



4/17/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

Commentator shares thoughts on 
life after Pandemic. 

3:10 

4/20/20 6:45 New Mexico update 
on public health 

emergency. 

An update on when New Mexico 
may open back up for non-essential 
business. 

5:16 

4/20/20 7:45 Health funding Report shows how healthcare is very 
underfunded.  

4:53 

4/21/20 6:45 Local organization 
helps provide 
equipment to 

medical 
professionals. 

Cruces Creatives makes personal 
protective equipment for medical 
personnel in Las Cruces. 

3:38 

4/21/20 7:45 Health Funding pt. 2 More from a report on healthcare 
systems being underfunded. 

3:44 

4/21/20 8:45 Alamogordo Now Otero county to ask the Governor to 
open non essential businesses back 
up. 

3:37 

4/21/20 8:45 Science Digest Evolution of COVID-19. 1:27 

4/22/20 7:45 Tx Regulators on Oil 
info 

Texas oil regulators want access to 
more information before setting oil 
prices. 

1:06 

4/22/20 7:45 Peter Goodman Commentators weigh in on 
politicians offering scientific 
information. 

2:48 

4/22/20 8:45 Silver City Daily 
Press and 

Independent 

Mines laying off employees due to 
the economic downturn and COVID-
19. 

4:48 

4/23/20 7:45 Walt Rubel Commentator shares thoughts on 
tough decisions ahead for 
lawmakers. 

3:46 

4/23/20 7:45 Gov. Michelle Lujan 
Grisham 

Governor says health orders to 
extend through May 15. 

:47 

4/23/20 8:45 Gov. Lujan Grisham NM Governor shares news of 
economic council overseeing state’s 
recovery. 

:38 

4/23/20 8:45 Bulletin on the 
Radio 

News of irrigation season and art in 
the community. 

4:56 



4/24/20 7:45 Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

Commentator shares support of 
USPS. 

3:16 

4/27/20 6:45, 
18:44 

NPS Blog Retired NMSU history professor 
updates a national park blog to help 
people visit historic places virtually. 

2:58 

4/27/20 6:45, 
18:44 

Dr. David Scrase Health and Human Services 
Secretary shares news on public 
health orders. 

1:32 

4/27/20 7:45 Mag Strittmatter Roadrunner Foodbank CEO Mag 
Strittmatter shares how food 
insecurity will be impacted in New 
Mexico. 

4:53 

4/28/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Officials in New 
Mexico discuss 
getting aid for 

businesses and 
unemployed. 

Interview with Workforce Solutions 
Secretary Bill McCamley. 

5:23 

4/28/20 8:45,  Alamogordo NOW Food bank helps the community, 
economic recovery council, and 
arson suspect info. 

3:32 

4/28/20 8:45 Science Digest Fuzzy moth explored. 1:29 

4/29/20 6:45 Fiona St. Pierre Borderland challenges with COVID-
19. 

5:17 

4/29/20 7:45 County comission 
vote 

Commissioner Isabella Solis Dona 
Ana on resolution asking Gov. 
Michelle Lujan Grisham to consider 
opening non-essential businesses. 

:29 

4/29/20 7:45 New Mexico PSA’s State government health officials 
release personal stories of COVID-
19 impact. 

1:48 

4/29/20 7:45 Peter Goodman Commentator shares thoughts on 
the need to have science drive 
pandemic response. 

2:29 

4/29/20 8:45 Silver City Report Chino Mine to furlough employees. 
Also, 3 Board members at Gila 
Regional Medical Center resign. 

5:08 



4/30/20 6:45 Willie Madrid Democratic State Representative 
Willie Madrid on pandemic. 

4:39 

4/30/20 7:45 Walt Rubel Commentator shares thoughts on 
looking for hope in a pandemic.  

3:36 

4/30/20 8:45 Desert Exposure Editor shares preview of May Issue 
of magazine. 

5:18 

5/1/20 7:45 NM Public Health 
Order 

Gov. Lujan Grisham announces 
some easing of restrictions for 
certain businesses. 

:40 

5/1/20 7:45 Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

A lot has changed during the 
pandemic but not advertising.  

3:03 

5/4/20 6:45, 
18:44 

NM Voices for 
Children Report  

Groups call on lawmakers to help 
immigrant communities left out of 
COVID-19 relief from state and feds. 

1:18 

5/4/20 6:45,18:44 ICE releases 6 
women due to 

COVID-19. 

After a lawsuit ICE releases 6 
women with underlying health 
conditions after detainees in ICE 
processing center test positive for 
COVID-19. 

1:17 

5/4/20 6:45, 
18:44 

New CEO of Gila 
Regional Medical 

Center 

Scott Manis of Dallas takes over the 
medical center in Grant County.  

:43 

5/4/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Las Cruces 
Economic 

Development 
Director 

Dr. Griselda Martinez shares 
thoughts on how economic 
development is impacted by COVID-
19. 

5:36 

5/5/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW Voting deadlines, rally to open 
economy. 

3:26 

5/5/20 8:45 Science Digest Stars 1:30 

5/6/20 6:45 Primary Coverage Carrie Hamblen NM State Senate 
Democratic Candidate shares why 
running. 

5:22 



5/6/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Governor 
announcement 

Gov. Lujan Grisham makes 
restaurants and big box store wear 
masks. 

1:11 

5/6/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Teako Nunn Caller shared how COVID-19 
pandemic has impacted business 
and workers. 

1:40 

5/6/20 8:45 Silver City Report New CEO at Gila Regional Medical 
Center, Water shut off in Bayard, 
and candidate forum preview.  

5:07 

5/7/20 6:45, 
18:44 

Tracy Perry District 38 State Senate Democratic 
Candidate shares why running. 

4:44 

5/7/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Walt Rubel Commentator shares thoughts on 
county commission meeting violating 
public health orders. 

3:08 

5/7/20 8:45 Las Cruces Bulletin 
on Radio 

Public school drive thru graduations, 
new billiards club coming to town. 

5:30 

5/8/20 6:45 Mary Kay Papen Incumbent State Senator shares 
why running again. 

5:33 

5/8/20 7:45 Algernon 
D’Ammassa  

Some thoughts on wearing masks 
during pandemic. 

3:23 

5/11/20 7:45, 
16:44 

New Child 
Psychiatry hotline 

New hotline available for healthcare 
providers to call with questions. 

5:32 

5/12/20 7:45 Child mental health Dr. Sarah Martin MD shares info on 
mental health for young people. 

5:09 

5/12/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW Budgets and COVID-19. 2:59 

5/12/20 8:45 Science Digest Albatross helping overfishing 
problem. 

1:29 

5/13/20 6:45, 
18:44 

GOP Dist. 2 U.S. 
House Primary 

preview. 

Forum with GOP Congressional 
Candidates in Dist. 2 in New Mexico 
is previewed. 

1:29 

5/13/20 6:45, 
18:44 

District 31 State 
Senate Race 

District 31 incumbent Democratic 
State Senator Joseph Cervantes 
campaign.  

3:37 

5/13/20 7:45 Peter Goodman Commentator shares his thoughts 
on Oil and Gas Industry spending 
big money in primary races. 

4:26 



5/13/20 8:45 Silver City Report Beef industry impacted by COVID-
19 and Gila River Diversion update. 

4:21 

5/14/20 6:45, 
18:44 

Primary Election 
Coverage 

Dist. 31 State Senate Candidate 
Melissa Ontiveros. 

4:24 

5/14/20 7:45 Gov. Lujan Grisham Governor issued a new public health 
order.  

1:17 

5/14/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Walt Rubel Commentator weighs in on 
pandemic impacting campaigns. 

3:08 

5/14/20 8:45 Bulletin on the 
Radio 

First BCOM Graduation, look at how 
funeral homes coping with 
pandemic.  

5:22 

5/15/20 6:45 Primary Election 
Coverage 

Dist. 31 Democratic State Senate 
Candidate Art Terrazas. 

5:30 

5/15/20 7:45 Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

Commentary on virtual meetings. 3:13 

5/18/20 7:45 Local economy and 
COVID-19. 

Business and health leaders share 
information on moving forward 
during the pandemic. 

4:38 

5/19/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW First COVID-19 death in county. 2:46 

5/19/20 8:45 Science Digest Global warming and decline of 
Colorado River.  

1:29 

5/20/20 6:45  Sen. John Arthur 
Smith 

Dist. 35 NM State Senator explains 
why he is running for re-election. 

4:53 

5/20/20 8:45 Silver City Report Grant Couty Commission takes 
control of Gila Regional Medical 
Center.  

4:43 

5/21/20 6:45, 
16:44 

Neomi Martinez-
Parra 

District 35 State Senate Candidate 
shares why running for office.  

4:07 

5/21/20 7:45,16:44 Governor Lujan 
Grisham 

New Mexico Governor shares 
update on public health orders. 

:31 

5/21/20 7:45, 
16:44 

Walt Rubel Commentators weigh in on tough 
decisions to be made at state and 
local level. 

3:28 



5/21/20 8:45 Las Cruces Bulletin 
on the Radio 

Historic Preservation month and 
preview of New Mexico’s Primary 
election.. 

4:56 

5/21/20 7:45,1644 KRWG Voices Listeners shares how life is impacted 
during pandemic. 

2:03 

5/25/20 645, 1844 New Mexico 
National Guard 
Challenge Academy 

A profile of New Mexico National 
Guard Challenge Academy, which 
helps at-risk youth get a GED 

3:54 

5/25/20 845 Monday 
BusinessWatch 

A preview of the NM Legislature’s 
Special Session, as the economy 
collapses due to the pandemic 

4:38 

5/26/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW COVID-19 in the Mescalero Apache 
reservation. 

2:34 

5/26/20 8:45 Science Digest Hearing declining with age. 1:23 

5/27/20 6:45 Bill Gomez Dist. 34 State Rep. Candidate (D) 
shares why running.  

3:43 

5/27/20 7:45 Peter Goodman Thoughts on graduation. 3:35 

5/27/20 8:45 Silver City Report Jalisco Cafe gets permit revoked for 
opening dining room during 
pandemic. More news on 
employment at Chino mine. 

4:04 

5/28/20 6:45 State Rep. Ray Lara Dist. 34 State Rep shares why he is 
running for re-election.  

2:48 

5/28/20 7:45 Walt Rubel Commentator on pandemic 
impacting graduations. 

3:05 

5/28/20 8:45 Bulletin on the 
Radio 

Rec facilities reopening, hiking trails 
in area to enjoy outside city. 

4:11 

5/29/20 6:45 Roger Baker GOP Dist. 36 State Senate 
Candidate on why running. 

4:59 

5/29/20 7:45 Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

Commentator on role of media being 
commented on. 

3:22 

5/29/20 8:45 Gov. Lujan Grisham Governor shares news of COVID-
safe practices while state reopens. 

:39 

6/2/20 7:45 Yvonne Flores City Councilor on Mayor’s 
emergency actions. 

:29 



6/2/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW Primary election coverage, Otero 
County building on lockdown. 

3:48 

6/2/20 8:45 Science Digest How COVID-19 can spread with 
travel. 

1:31 

6/3/20 6:45 John Arthur Smith State Senator talks budget on 
primary election day. 

:40 

6/3/20 6:45 Marvin Nakishima Shares how life has been during 
pandemic. 

1:06 

6/3/20 7:45 Peter Goodman Commentator on social media fact-
checking President. 

3:41 

6/3/20 8:45 SC Report Election results from Primary. 2:21 

6/4/20 7:45 Walt Rubel Commentator on laws and attitudes 
on policing. 

3:27 

6/4/20 8:45 Bulletin on the 
Radio 

Special Olympic torch run, election 
results, economic recovery, online 
animal kindness for children, and the 
golf doctor. 

3:47 

6/4/20 6:45 John Hyndman Listener wrote song about how 
COVID-19 pandemic impacted him. 

5:29 

6/4/20 7:45 Algernon 
D’Ammassa 

Commentator shares thoughts on 
New York Times Op-ed with Sen. 
Thom Cotton. 

3:19 

6/4/20 8:45 Greg Smith Exec. Director of the County Arts 
Council shares how COVID-19 
pandemic has impacted group. 

4:46 

6/9/20 6:45 Dr. Anthony 
Catinella 

Family Physician shares why obesity 
and diabetes put COVID-19 patients 
in greater risk of serious health 
complications. 

5:01 

6/9/20 7:45 LCPD Police 
shooting 

Resident Nancy Vigil captures police 
exchanging gun fire with 81-year old 
man. 

:27 

6/9/20 8:45 Las Cruces Face 
coverings 

City Council passes resolution 
encouraging face coverings. 

:38 

6/9/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW City addresses budget issues, 
County addresses security 
concerns. 

1:48 



6/9/20 8:45 Science Digest Remembering NASA’s Katherine 
Johnson “The Computer.” 

1:29 

6/10/20 6:45 James Jimenez NM Voices for Children discusses 
report saying immigrants have been 
left out of COVID-19 relief. 

4:53 

6/10/20 7:45 Border travel 
restrictions 

Texas group speaks out against 
restrictions on border crossings. 

:56 

6/10/20 7:45 Peter Goodman Commentator says George Floyd’s 
death raises issues on serious 
matters. 

3:17 

6/10/20 8:45 Silver City Report Update on fires, protests against 
police brutality. 

5:20 

6/11/20 6:45 Dr. Bobbie Green President of NAACP of Dona Ana 
County discusses social justice 
movement after death of George 
Floyd. 

4:17 

6/11/20 7:45 Walt Rubel Commentator on efforts to restrict 
protests.  

3:08 

6/11/20 8:45 Bulletin on the 
Radio 

Sanitation Week, BLM, Black Box 
Theatre Zoom performances, movie 
reviews and business update. 

4:13 

6/12/20 7:45, 1644 Desert Sage 
Commentary 

Algernon D’Ammassa comments on 
the possibility for change due to 
recent protests over police brutality 
and systemic racism 

3:28 

6/12/20 8:45 KRWG News Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham 
ordered breweries could open at 
50% capacity under the current 
public health order. She noted that 
too many New Mexicans are not 
wearing masks and pleaded with the 
public to continue covid safe 
practices. 

1:15 

6/22/20 6:45, 
18:44 

ROTC grads Army ROTC Graduates receive 
commissions at ceremony in Las 
Cruces. 

1:20 

6/22/20 7:45 ISC votes to end 
Gila Diversion 

Funding for the Gila River Diversion 
project was voted down by the NM 
Interstate Stream Commission. 

4:19 



6/23/20 7:45 Algernon 
D’Ammassa  

Commentator on removal of statues 
across country. 

 

6/23/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW Budget news, Census efforts in 
area. 

3:06 

6/23/20 8:45 Science Digest Dust examined. 1:29 

6/24/20 7:45, 
16:44 

KRWG News Dona Ana County Commissioners 
hear a proposal from an AZ 
company to run the Crisis Triage 
Center. A work session will take 
place 6/30/20 at 9 a.m. to get more 
information. The center was built in 
2013 and has yet to be used. 

1:00 

6/25/20 7:45, 
16:44 

KRWG News Walt Rubel Commentary - Rubel 
calls on Las Cruces CIty Council to 
gather at City Hall, with social 
distancing and COVID-safe 
practices, to allow public comment. 

3:20 

6/25/20 6:45, 
18:44 

KRWG News A preview of Issues and Answers, 
airing tonight on KRWG-TV, 
NAACP, League of Women Voters, 
Sheriff Kim Stewart and NMSU 
Police Chief Stephen Lopez discuss 
police reform 

5:00 

6/26/20 8:45 El Paso Matters Bob Moore discusses the big stories 
out of El PAso - the increase in 
COVID-19 cases this week and one 
nurse’s story of treating these 
patients  

5:00 

6/26/20 6:45, 
18:44 

KRWG News Emily Guerra talks with LCPS 
Superintendent Dr. Karen Trujillo 
about reopening plans for the next 
school year involving 50% capacity 
and COVID safe practices 

5:15  

6/30/20 8:45 Alamogordo NOW Alamogordo Daily News’ News 
Director Jessica Onsurez gives an 
update on the Otero County Prison 
which has some 800 cases of 
coronavirus and discussed plans for 
back to school for APS, which says 
the requirements will cost the district 
about $1.4 million. 

3:35  
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